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U1» Tho tyoAi!3iont .froblom
KLoota-iocl iJjgineoriny is on applied aeieaee covering 
a vo*y vide variety of specialised fioldu. This specialisation is 
becoming evor raoro pronounced until it often appears that one branch of 
tta subject has very little in ooBBMft with any otfawr.
It may, of course, be argued that there are certain
 core' subjects which aro COEKOU to all branches of the science - network 
analysis could be citod ae 00 oKg,mplo. ^Ven bore, hovovor, diversity 
is boconing the order of tlse dagr* In ^ver onginoering, network anolyoio 
itt now mainly cbaracterisod' by load flow, Mycrao/trical and unuyraaotriocvl 
fault calculations, and transient ntabiliiy analyoos. Hone of tbono, 
however, hat: oucli direct application to the analysis of electronic 
circuits.
It is intorostiag, therefore, to moet a nubjoct 
vhioh baa a vide geaoral application to a range of heavy aa<.i light 
current situations* sucb. a subject in the study of transient phenomena 
since it may be abovn that tho secio general aothodn of approach are 
OQually viable - and vhat is noro iopoaf&aut p^Oituce useful practical 
results *  for a whole rango of oloctrical engiaoe^iug
in transient pbonomena hafi for 
yoars boon centered OB hoavy curroat or power enginooring. It i:s horo 
that tfco ooat *spoctaculoi'  traarjiont ovonta oro found - witooss fee 
effocta of lighting on a I>OVG$ distribution aetwork, or the oi>era,tion 
of a circuit broalior in et high voltage euj^ly network. Tho techniques:1 
vfeich fores tlJO baa is of tliia vcarli vero first applied to the aolutioii 
of pover ajmteci problocss, oopocially for tho analysis   in moot oaeoc 
Q£»iag "tbe digital comyutor - of situations involving the generation 
of overvoltagoi; within "Sio aotwrk uaaes1
Ihe analysis of electronic circuits 
networks, on tho other hand, hae traditionally boon 
largely ooafiaed to tiio frwrtteoey domain* Xl»o rapi'l ri»© of digital 
electronics over the past fow yeava h*A IMWVW I«a4 to a situation 
where time domain solutions aro bo cooing important.
t*2» fauBtt'ed Aod
The comwoto node above may have implied that 
network analysis * ospocially th&t applied to light curront 
- includes no maotion of transient pbexmMoa* Any referonco 
to syllabi for a couroo in Uloctrical ijnginoering vill shov at onco 
that thin is not the ca«o« It is nocoesary, box/over, to oalte the 
diatinetion betveoa clannicol 'trao^ieot pheuotauna* vhich for the 
most part deal a with tvaaoiente in notvorka coataiuii^; oalry l^^A.
end the more general %po of atu<3y which vill be undertaken
here and vhleh provides that networks may contain both distributed 
constant and luBi^ed constant
The division botwoon what is a lutn]_»ed olemeat and 
«hat ia one vith distributed constants is superficially veil dofinoa*
r
It is aojfcbal to consider that an oleaont having only a saaall electrical 
length - for ©^sample a rooiatori inductor or cagssitor - falls into 
the fortaor category, whilst tho claswio exaEiple of a distributed 
constant branch is the tronscjiasion lino*
In moat OQSOR thia pimplo division worko veil
though it ia ooraetiaos nocosaasBy to oKeorciyo discretion, usually 
based on experionoo, ia iJarfeiculss- cosoo« An e.xataplo is a povor 
transforiaor. If tto© networli boiag o^aaaiaotl consi^ta, fl«y, of a 
long overhead transaaiobion Itoo, jjorhaps having a longiii approaching
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tOoloa, vith a corresponding transmission of 'transit* time of some 0*33 
microseconds, then it might provo reasonable) to ooasider th© tranufomor 
as boiny represented liy an inductor or ovon esoro simply - and potmibly 
more accurately « aa a uimplo ronistor of high valuo. In this oaso, 
Uharoforo, the transforaor is being efaqplifiod and treated ao a lumped
On Hie other hand the tranaforaor itaolf could 
form the oaia topic of iaterortt. Typically tho onalyot would bo 
interested la dotewaining the ttistributioD of voltogo along tiio 
viodingn under various torainal voltago coaditiourj. Hero, then, aorao 
form of distritnated constant, or at least lumped olenont appro:cieiatio& 
to ' <y.stributocl constant ootvork voulu bo required to represent ttxo 
transfortaor fully* Fig, 1*1. flhove tyi^ioal transformer ropresontatioae 
as (a) a lumped eloraent, sy.vT (b) & lueipod olaaaQt approximation to a 
distributed eoaatont systaa* Siio lattor circuit io duo to Bewlqy ^ .
It io veil kno«m tibat it is 
feasible to reprovont & diutributod constant systota by a lutn|><xl elcraont 
*oquivol«mt circuit* - thio vas inpliotl in caac (a) for tho trauufomor 
aonlionosi above. Indeed iS&io icloa IB of dorainaut importance in 
Geveral of the teehuiques oaod fosp traoDient analysia ^ioli will be 
<lisco0s Ml in a subsequent ohesptoy* ^acli c. represeat«tioa9 howeivor, 
B aa approximation vtsich will be aoroe^I oaly if an infinite 
of luci£>©d oloaaitB in uaoil, lu practical situations, howijjvor, 
this 'equivalent circuit* -toclinifjuo rm*overj to be a viable i<!ee, eopeiblo 
of producing uoeful resulttu It ia not ,*x> oft««i appreciatevl that tho 
iwrstion - natsely of s-OTroooatinfi a liopecl reactive oleciocib, 
iaductor or a capacitor, !$r o 'fcrannaianion line - in al^o pooniblo
her© again ttuairo is on inpliod ai^.'-roKlsiBtioB wtsich csay, bowovor ? 
bo kept t«aall» SMs idoe vould a.py.oar to li&vo little practical 
significance since ola»; leal theory i« capaMo of handling i'-urc
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noro roadily than it ie of bandling, oay, a traiMniiaaioa lino. 
However wo lag «b» technique - the 'graphical taothod 1 - vhioh foam the 
control foaturo of this work, it dooe, in fact, prove simpler to 
oualy ?e actwork'i oo&siuting yswkiKiiaaBtly of distributed constant bronchoe 
than those of tfao raore trocliMojaol hind. In thira case, therefore, tMs 
idea of oquivalencixm a iaa|K3d roaotivo olooont to a tranamisBion lino 
a»a«HMM SOBW i«portano«. Tho idoa ituolf will, of couraof bo familiar 
to studonta of coapunication theory wboro the roaotivo nature of 
transmission line;? vboeo longtb oo»r«0ponds to certain multiples of a 
vavolcnjrtli et the oporotiu^ fs-onuoncy ia veil
1.3« aits in t
the proving iai-ortojacc of transient 
ia the iwwor sy&ttxn field baa alroady boon mentioned, it is convenient 
hero to o^aaine quickly in raoro detail tho necesBity for studios of 
this kind.
Until rocoQt years, and particularly until tho
d©velOT«iont of the goaorcl iwrpooo digital cotDjaiter, intcrost in pover 
ayntcia troasi<S3t pbonomena bao boon oaioly diroot@d towards exaoination 
of tiho obsorvable effocto of auoh transients on syat«ra porfonaaace. 
Itoch wrk bas boon carx'icd out. - aoeso of it statiyiticol in nature - 
on ifao froqueccy, soverity aad oftocte of lightning and ottoer disturboocos 
oa tjjrpical pover 9uj*[}ly aotworko.
CoBpoaretivoly little, vith oorao aotablo exooptioaa
9 -J
a<l tho vork Of Holler et al" and Rudenberg , has been done on the
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other head of a purely auolytio iftrpo. % this is aoont the eoaq.*statio& 
of the ti»9 (OP Frequency) roaponoo of a i»ov©r supply tiotwork to givon 
foroitKj fuactiouo. Store aro a ouabor of roe-uous for this lack of 
H*t«nU«a»  one of tfclcii magr bo oum*ri0ed as follovsJ-
1*3*1* Leek of computing facilities*
Apart from studios on simple ayateeaa vhere eofflo 
foHn of graphical tochniquo con bo employed, or whoro the tirao aod 
effort of taonuol oonjiwttttion ooa bo justif iocl» raoat iJi-acticel acalyoos 
yeouiro tbo use of a digital ocaputor. Attaz$>ta to predict txnasiants 
ami 03 techniques by the uno of model nyntaraa and by the
of tho csoro fsoptiioticotod Tsranaiaint Notvork Aoalysor (TliA.)
. fal-c
act vitb BOCK? nucceaa » HJO ggK.'.^ of oucb aaalysora, bovovoj?, is 
deetinod to bo that of the aoro convontional A.C. oetuorka eoalyse^a 
uhieb aro tendiw^ to obaolcncoaco with tho dovoloixaeot of over 
digital 0021*1 tor
1*3*2* Ilio oebalous nature of tt*o
otrikea, aod to a lessor extoat
r, arc relatively uaprocliotablo occurrences* Thqy are 
unpredictable oot only as far as timio^i is concerned, but el 30 in such 
other vital factors as poeh voltaic, wavowhapo, oourco iiapedaace 
so oa» It raoy thus b© axguoti tliftt snjy attoopt to jarodict tho 
performance of a aotvorh - in tfoo coniso of copi>utiag voltogo and 
currcot lovels as functions of tino » fol loving a li^btaia 
or switohiog operation t^aa at boot be cm educated guosw since so 
jaoaiy esooBQrtions raust bo rrndo*
1.3*3* 'Hio liwsii of bed^rouad. m>r£: in the field.
In particular tho scarcity of generally accepted 
sod©l3 for a jxnms aots^yk ualor traasiout coalition ;  .»
" -6-
uov tlio aoount of inToroatioa available u« input date for a 
digital transient pqragi»Bn ia liraitod mainly bocau@@ rolovaut
on items of plant hove novor boon token* It is« for 
very difficult to obtain information on, soy» tbo terminal 
c&£)acitanca to ground of a JX«*QI? transfonaor einco it is noet ualikoly 
tba* this data has over boon rooosHlod. Jtota for ntoody state studios, 
on tbo other hot*!, is noroolly roodily available and troll difinod.
increasing lorol of jxwer syston operating 
voltage has increase':! -too flon0or0 trf <3ajaa@o »ilu«i to surgoo oouaod by 
suitdb&og oporatioas. In»iccxl tiio un}y receded doiaaeo ia the fmntt 
of flanlwvors or blovouto oa tho Dritiah auj>ergx?id during the paot 
few years JIBS be 333 ascribed  #> switching
Additionally the riniog capital costs of protective 
- such as surge divorters - for tbo nc*u vosy high volta(»e 
h&s neant that tho old * brute force* appra&ch to insulation 
oo~or<liaation vboroia divortoro would bo plaooO. at ©very soooiacly 
logical point of risk haa bod to bo roco&sidored* All of those 
factors contribute to tho aocosaitiy for systoo trensiont aaalyssis 
ddaqpite t&e problotaa already outlinod,
The fact tfcat switching »urg0sy viiopo forcing 
ftsncticms ars largely r«®«2i«!t&5iofl aow constitute the biggost 
i>roblspj elimaat03 to sotae osdKOit Ute objectioaa of 1.3.2, to tine 
Aaoftin traasioat atmJysis. I^@B& if vo are concerned with lighting, 
hovovox» taero is tmteh useful wife %dyiefi» in tbo iirritcaps opinion, can 
bo doae« The policy should bo to detenaino trends and ostabliah 
of practice r&tbor tisoa to att«aj>t to analyaa 0i>ocific
It say bo voedily ciotaoaotrated that ootae oopirically 
d protectioa schcmon viuoly ua©<3 throu^xsut tbo industry
•f little practical uao and ovon in aotae oawoa worsoo the situation 
v*.ich tiiey bope to alleviate. iia ©Haor,pl© raigjht be the oiting of 
a lottgih of cable botvoou ifeo *m»h«Md line and t&o equiptowt to 
be protected - say a treaafoniKxi,' - an t&otm ia fig, 1J»2» This 
operation has often beea QUp^joood to afford protection to the
vhieb in woo cirooaartwuooB it mnifoDtly failc to do.
o . .?.»
i\iaiionoa-iially tho aaoo pr obi cos vhich exist
la the heavy current gpfetnre arc carried over into tho dociaia of 
eloctrouic circuitry an:l iiarfcieuletfly Dierooloctronios* Hw 
differences are oainly oaos of oeivLe ospooioUy time, voltage 
current. Instead of dealing vit& tpoaaeai salon linos who ,50 
are oo&nurod in IdLloE^trco, wo Q3.-O nov concerned with fractions of 
raetres aad correapondirie ts-oaoit tiiaes taoasturod most coovcniontly in 
naaoaeccnds,
distal con^utori tha priaary tool for this 
fast toaiaicmt aisalysis, itself ia?ovi«lo3 the probiegas to be 
Interest aow centroa on tho <li£i1»rtioB3 x^tjiob ar® produced 
as a rotntlt of tJioir ixtta^aQisuioa tia-ou^i t&o systean* 
Itb® ovorvoltatje probloa coiti still be iia^or'tairt o&pocially la £s 
using IntegratiXl cirowita vi'Ui tliois- vditbor liuitod tolerance to 
 toaasiaato of tliis luLnd* Sb© otwiotKa aolutioa - a panacea for all 
tronaieat problooe    is, of cowp0o» to Batch aa a©ar2^' as possiblo 
eystaci eI«NQfi»at to tJae ©laaDn-to driven l/y it aa<3 ur.lvia^ it» 
a siK^le ©olutioa proves ioi^acticol for a variety of 
least araongst -Bbose is tJtet each & practice loads to opti 
transfor levels and ccosocjuo&tly to a cuoh hlsfo 




Modern tcndoncion a3?o» thorofbro, to uao high input and low output 
irayodancoa which ^otluco alooat idoal conditions for tho generation 
of oveirvoltag®* and other transient offoctn.
gprowfag nood to pt»r£ orra tirag clomia
in electronic oystflBks hawing distributed conataut olemonte 
bas be<jn reflootod In ibo mcdM$rD of IJBJJCTB otartin^ to aypoo* on 
this aubjoct.5' 6'7
Given iJbat the p3X>bloa at hoi*1, is to bo able to ccsnpute fast 
la & variety of heavy ami li^ht curi»««t (Qrstoros, tho priwaiy objoct of 
Ijliis voarh has boon to prodtoco G progreo having as fcigfc » doeroo of 
sophistication as possible to perform 0uoh calculation;.? aod prose&t 
tho roGVslts iii a useful
She tweii * {jorMstioa-tion* in this
require SQB» «H^lificetion. Sbo ../rooresa ai^&cif ication * 
toadod to evolve rftthor thmi bo nrooificaliy Geaiyaod  > had 
oejor foatorof:. 'The^e oasa bo aaapari»od or) follows s-
i.5.1.
Use procasn bad to b© *gone««l purpose1 in tho
tbat it could haasslle a vas-iel^r of transient problecjB vitfa ao
beixtg neco^aajy on iJbo peart of tho ue«r« In a aenao, 
, it hst'l to bo dwoloporl to tbo stage of b^ing & proftuotion 
pragma T&-$b<sz tJaeuj noroly o^iotiaQi &o «a e'l^s«^tion solvia^ routine.
1.5.2,
has! to bo oafjy to us© wi-tti a
of iafjtructiou, Uvia n«ee«aitatod tbo iiiclusion of quite oociplou 
ygyof aetoctioa ooi saesf^ogo iroutiaos. It is so ofton th© case, as 
|»yo, that the simpler * progsoo of tbiu kind is tsade to uoe - in 
tlio ©0a00 of case of clata prox^catioix otc* « tho saos-e 
ia tJi©
1.3.3,
progwao output tiacl to be as flexible
provision boiaf nodo £o$» !wml ooj&'» grepftiool output etc»» 
at Ci« dittcre'kiun of the uaer, A foo&tttre of the «ya)teta in ttto 
oaoual interaction facilities -atxtcti it offore and which are of 
particular ueefulnoe;s vhoa it iu orKiratocl oa & jaa&li computer 
such &@ tho iaJ,M»113ti on \Mch tho toajority of tho vos-k 
oorriecl out,
The reraultins qystojn -  utxicli is the curs-oat 
Ix&w elaritrtonod t^JAiJ (SUrgo ^steia Al&lysis |«pogrei3) * 
la vrittoa in Fartran and sut idee of its eec^lexity can be gained 
feesa ita slsa -whieh csstaaAc to 230u cair.;8 of souaroo x>J«>syes3» Aa 
oarly versioa as? dSKAI4 hoe boon aopooitet!. in tise lagtitotloa of
S Lloctricel iagiaooys oaapitar r^iQQjpata library. A ix»rtioa of this
is thus saa-tajnel 2y ciaKJtJimosS tTitb & description of tho |
rof oersico to SODO of 12*0 foaturoti ^.itiich e-co of the-
A ppogjpaa can bo J^ulge^. only OR t&e 
%ilii«jt it pvoduees dfiKl oa tto officloac^ of their x>rod«ctioa,
a ounbex* of oaalyDO-s oxo ooosidorod* Sooo of the»« 
aa a aeaaj;* of clojaoaa t&ts&ing tho edibilities of SUc 
oeidoy Q<«pviQ8 ttxia ixer^sc, teve BkiUtiouol 
allow geicjo Q<moxd ooocluaioaa -fco bo ditwn about the
olMEviour of uottKxelaa, Laec^'Jos» daoaoa -fco bo as 
posoiblo, hovo bo*3n yolocft»o\J. f»OD bo-a tho boe^ scii ligirt c
of totesxast. to adCiitiosi, in oa ©tiesapt to obteia c 
b«-twooa cGegw&od asad pi.'aetioal yoaults a certain oraouat of
oo»axial esebies aaJ otlior easpaaoais to ro^-rosoat tbo 
baa tecaa oarria^. out*
-to-
of modem sampling oscilloscope* and, in particular,
the ti&Q domain reflectometer iaols@s Be&rurenont 1* possible* in systaa 
of this kind.
i*rior to a discussion of the program itself and 
its theoretical background, it is considered apropriate in the 
following chapter to conduct a brief survey of alternative technique?' 
which hav« be>oo employed for thi« type of transient
-It-
2.1   MeUKKia of
There now exist a number of techniques for transient 
computation, many of vhich have been adapted to suit the needs of the 
digital eoreimter in the past few years. To date a 'best method 1 for work 
of this kind has uot emerged   at loat-t by general concensus* The 
situation ie nirailai- to tlat vfclch surrounded the 'load-flow' problem in 
pcver :-y-toia ^tca<iy fiabc aaalyfds &ome t«u years ago* Never theleo& 
several of tine procedures, espe<nlally ia recent tirne^, betro gained ground 
at ths expense of the oiherr. Tha progi-sffi forming the basis of this 
vork employs a variation on the *Bcrgexon* or 'graphical* metliod. ¥hiiBt 
the technique prcves to be a^a^uate for a. vltole range of yrobl«a;3 f tho 
vritfcr vculd certainly net claim that it i,'- the 'bsst 1 uor iuleed 
ncccEstrily better than compotitive ?yrteta5-:. It stay veil prove that 
the procedure wbich eventually gains widespread acceptance will be an 
or hybrid betveoa other techniques.
Thd ejiifttixig methods may be broadly divided 
several heaciiaga. The traditional method of calculating transients, 
especially in {-owor systems, b»? boeti to use tiae transient analyser - 
in reality a specialist analog computer. Here di&tributed ccBstant 
lines and cable" sore ropresontcsil by artificial liaes ae.de uj> of 
element? ana arraagSKi, ncrsaally, iii & oeriee of 'i-i* Koctions. Ono 
of the eerlieft digital tooboitjaes sought simply ti> 6ut>liea»o thif? 
process on the digital comwitcr thus giving rise "to the so— called 
* method..
All of tfe© r«ojainiag tfechai:;ueF aeknovleu^e tho 
distributed nature of traaaiais.'jioa liae.v. One of th«s oldest uractical
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procetiure* utilises the D'Alorabert solutions of the wave equations for 
voltages and current on such linos* As in well Imovn the»e solution® 
involve the concepts of wavor. travelling along the lines* This 
procedure is, of course, the  lattice aethod* usually attributed to 
Bevley . The PSOS D'Alembort solutions also form the basis of the
 graphical method 1 though this differs in basic philosophy from the 
lattice aetliod and must be considered in isolation froct it*
The lattico and graphical methods, existing ae
they do entirely in the tiae domain, suiter from the disadvantage that 
the frequency depcmlencc of tranasis^ion line and other parametert 
cannot be taken into account. Additionally line attenuation it- more 
difficult to pimlatc, especially in the cane of the jrraphical raethuu. 
Thin disadvantage is probably not so apparent in practice ao might 
be supposed though in stm o^ccr^jt to overcome it various frequency 
doaain techniques have been proposed. Prominent oiijonpst tbc^e arc 
methods based on the use of tho Fourier Iran^fona, especially in a
 raodified' form where a 'sigma factor* ir included in ac atteapt to 
damp Gibb's oscillation vhich is otherwise a problem. Use of toe 
Laplace trcjisform 1-»»^ also been proposed though this would appear 
to offer f©v a«lvantago^ over oihenaethods*
In addition various alternative taehai--?ues are
proposed from tiiae to tirao though oaalyi'is usually shovn that they 
are, in fact, variations on ono or other of the baric methods 
mentioned above, or are systoof? eomjiosed of combiaatioBK of these 
methods. For exaople a eonbination of the lattice method vith a 
Fourier frattsfonra teehnifiue would appear to hold 9010© 
2.2 ' lt\mi>e>-j. i^araEtetor. ' rr toclaai; t.ue
One of the most iraportaat practical app
-t3-
Qf this procedure to date has been in ita use for the calculation of 
circuit breaker nsstrikiag transient® aj»U here the vork of Biekford^ 
raust be considered inportaat. An example vill serve to illustrate 
th® technique*
Fig. 2*1 shows a ttinple network consisting of
a transfixion lino, A$, feeding & rocond lino through a throfc-vhaso 
circuit breaker at fi. A three-phase fault ha?- occurred on the 
breaker terminal ?» a® fthovn. The breaker opens to clear the fault, 
but it is most unlikely that all three poles of the breaker vill 
open together* Accordingly a hoa^y reatriking trensient vill be 
produced across the firnt pole to clear*
The transmission lino (each 
by one or more 'pi* eiuivaleat circuits much in the same manner a.-; a 
ejpdixan length line vould bo in the oa«*c of steady atatc A.C. aaaly^i 
The altor&ator m&y be represented by its inductance per pfaar.o. The 
effective equivalent circuit is thus tfeet ^hovti in fig. 2,2, which 
be 3iaplifie<i to that shotm in fig* 3.3*
fo s*ioulate the re&triking tr&iu-d&ut, a currcat 
injection is ctade into the bro&ker terminals (^-y). The value of 
this current IP equal aad opposite to «ie eursent vhicib would have 
flowed had the breaker polo remained closed. Hi© roraaianier of Uit- 
l?rocedar© is pimilax to conventional noilal circuit analytic vith l^io 
e3se©|>tio» that the resulting fimaltan&ous enuatlona contain derivative 
terms. fheae ©fiuatione are noxtuaily solved using an iutcgratiua 
routine of the !5oge-"atta iypo. The eoaplexiiy of the c-olution 
depends on tho maatcr of lumped ©lensents in the final network and 
also on the aature of the forcing function. For iooet j,xw?©r syctea 
atsplieatioas, ainunoidal forcia^ fimetions will bo re-nuirot'. though 
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to a sinusoid is often used. 
2.2.1 Accuracy of
In tho simple illustrative example given above 
the distributor constant transmission line var< represented by u 
single 'pi* section. In practice as many as twenty ^ucb sections caa 
be used for a long Unc. In general the more sections that are used, 
the more accurately does tho coapated ref5£>cusc at roach tho practical 
result, however the more complex la tho solution ami consequently tho 
greater IB the amount of computer time required.
Pig. 2.4. (after Bickford10) illustrates two
typical restriking voltage calculations involving & line 138 LQ. long 
being represented by 5 and 20 *pi* sections respectively. Tho 
pronounced lov frequency oscillation in the former case lr act a 
characteristic of the system under investigation, but i?- produced 
as a eon$equence of the 'coarne* representation of the transsaic, ion
This type of transasiooion lino rei:-re»0atatioa
issy be considered accurate at a single farotiuency or over a linitod 
range of frequencies. fhe ladder network, however, constitutes a 
filter tdwse bandvidtfe apx^o^inotos to that of the natural frequency 
of oa© of the 'pi* sections. Obviously *h© greater number of 
sections used then the smaller will bo the component values ar-' ociatou 
vitb each section and hence an inerearo in bandwidth - and thuo 
accuracy in the time flosaaia - irilll roault.
Bickford has argued, correctly in the writer*?.
opinion, that this proeo&ttre io useful foy rostri&ing transients or 
for O^ICOP situations where tho fopeinf function does not contain
300J
Effect of line representation
— — — — luntped-paranicicr r'>etho<{, line represented by five nscctions
—..— ..— lumpe-J-pira/nclcr rrfcihod, line rcprea-rrn^d by 20 rrvxtioni




frequency components. This implies that applications requiring, say, 
ptop function excitation aro not particularly suited to this treatment*
The lumped parameter technique has now been
largely abandoned in favour of alternative procedure?, not only ou 
account of its accuracy limitation?, but al«o because it is relatively 
uneeonosaic in comxniter time ami . torago requirements and because it 
is capable of handling eystotao containing noa linear elements only with 
great difficulty.
2. 3 tho  Lattico Method*
In a eoaso the lattice raotbod is tho best kaovn 
of all the transient computation tochniqueR and IP the one vbich, 
until comparatively recently, han found a place in many undergraduate 
coursof:,. Hie at! vantage a of this technique from an educational 
of view arc that it is relatively easy to apply to simple problems, 
sa^ be givea a graj^ical interpretation, and <Jmt it gives a good 
insight into the mechanisms of transient phonoiaena. Tb.c procedure 
been usually attributed to Bouloy ' though vork on i?ioilar
lines has been produced by Boohno .
She basis of the lattice aethou derive.': frees the
standard D'Alembert solutions of the «ave squatioaa for a distributed 
constant line where lia« resiotance and comluctanec are neglected.
For such a line we havo that *-
- ^V a L. U ............. 2.1
~ ~
~
these two oij.ua tions and Rubwe. gently
substituting free one to the other permits the elimination of ono of tho
two dependent variables fros oaeh yielding*-
at«. ~ a 1 s/-" ................ 2.4
There euro number® of possible solutions for
equations of thio Igrpe though, GO mentioned above, tho colution 
b«re is that due to D^Alaobcrt. Hie solution, vtiich is described in
the literature isi-
YS t m Z.H. (x - »t) - ^.F2.(x -f At) ........ 2.5
i « Ft. U - at) 4- P2. (x -f et) ........ 2.6x»*
Here F1 and F2 are arbitrary functions defined in norieral by t£io 
trtuxsmisrion lino boundary conditions. The tvo functions (:< - at) 
(x + et) oay be interprets*! e,s \m-Tca travelling in tho xx>sitivG and 
negative reference directions respectively.
A trfiri3Di3: ion lino of surge* imj>edaBC© 'l\ raay 
b® considered which i* torsicated in an iapodaace 2,2 (fig. 2.5). In 
case (a) a voltage wave, V+» ultfa an associated current wave, i+, ore 
sieving in the positive reference direction towards tho junction. Pi<> 
2.5b shov?5 the situation ootao little time later after the waves havo 
roachec! 1&e junction and boon partially reflected giving ris© to tho 
reflected tmvea V- and i- aov eioving away froca the junction ia the 
negative reference direction.
¥© have that t-
V> a> If.i* ..................2.7
V- a «£1.i« ..................2.8
^fco total voltago at the tenoination is V vhere:   
V w V+ 4- V- .................2.9


































1 « i+ + i- .......... 2.10
V a V* * V- « £2.1 a ^.(1+ .». i») ,...2,11
Sunstituting from equation® 2.7 and 2.8, equation 2,11 becouo.:»~
v m Z2.{irt-//'1 - v-A:i) m v+ + v- .... a.. 11a 
fhereforei«-
v- o ((22 - 21)/(E2 + $i1)).v+ » ; j.v* .......2.12
The term Q in equation 2.10 is the reflection
coefficient at the junction. In a rdiail&y ntuuior a refraction coefficient
(txiual to 2.72/(£1 4-^2)) ney be defi&od.
Using thci;o concoi-t;: ' of reflection and refraction
coefficients) it is thus possible to compute the effect - in tertas of 
the generation of nev travelling vwros - of a V&VQ arriving at a 
junction. The total voltage at tu$y such junction is thus ths QUO of all 
of the travelling wava* arriving at a Junction at a given tiiae*
la practice a slight variant on the ba?ic tcchni ;«o 
outlined above is adopted in many programs. Hero it in assumed that 
any ioeoning wave at a Junction passes through that junction unchanged, 
but at the same time generates a now vave having a nsagaitudo of jj tinee 
the original vave. This nev vavo procadds froe the jvmctiou in botfj 
directions as il lustra tod in fig. 2,6, Superposing all the vaves yrcocat 
at a junction - both those produced as a result of the initial disturbance 
causing the transient aud tjioso r&o$ja£G& at junctions throughout tfo© 
network - thus determines the conditions at the junction at any tiao.
fhis lattice method hag jwobe-bly boon the one most 
employed in those traaaieat coaiiutation routiaeo vfcich
the distributed laaturo of transmission lines. It has t at 
the time of witingt fallen 'out of fashion' to a cortaia 0:;toat,
numbers of workers have described program* ba.^ed on tho technique 
in tho literature * . Those popwra d«»cribo hov tho basic 
technique which has been outlined above may bo adapted for a variety 
of circuit situation*. Virtually any fom of exciting function oay 
be readily represented and lumped oloaoatB my be handled * albeit 
vith soee approximation in tbo caee of reactive components.
2.4 Fourier & ftolated. Tran^forq. tfo;tb.odj3±
One of tho disadvantages of transient calculation 
techniques which function in tho time domain, is their inability to 
make allowance for the frequency dependence of tranarain ion line 
parameters, surprisingly such frequency dependence in of greater 
fesportanee in studies on power system networks than in the transient 
analysis of light current arrangetaonts* In the ca^o of the analysis 
of electronic systems tho dominant frequencies will usually ba very 
high due to the '«hortf nature- of tbo transMssion line.?. At such 
high frequencies it is usually roa&on&ble to a^-urao that an aliaost 
perfect 'skin offoet* occurs ami that there is ao internal flux within 
the line conductors* Additionally nest electronic ay;; torn a have an 
cdiaost perfect earth - or at least an earth wbose parameters are 
defined batter than those of the earth associated vith a typical cover 
line which raay ahov wide variatioixs with fr«Hiuency.
Hie freiiusncy dopendauee of th© eystom pariaaotors
can be handled by tho use of methods based on the Fourier transform. 
Basically ttie method requires tlio calculation of the response of tho 
system over a range of frequottciois, and the uae of the inverse Fourier 
traaaforffl to transform the response froa the frequency to tbo tii&o d
The fres'juoncy res|>onse of a single t*a«e 
liae is A(w>
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A(») . o '*<*>* ............ 2.13
In this equation, * is the line length «*<M/is the line propagation 
coefficient. It is veil fczuKra thati-
and tibia coefficient may be computed at various frequencies. In tho 
6a«ie of pover line calculations, tho of foots of a non-perfect earth 
may be incorporated into tho confutation by the use of Carson's 
formulae .
Hie frequency response of tho line to a a 
input is given fcy»-
A<v> - .............2.15
and. from tliio the tiae do&nin ro<?poas0 may be determined by an 
application of the inverse Fourier transform. Se liiua bavo»-
.16
Jv
of tho limitations of this technique ccntro 
around the necessity to truncate the infinite range of integration 
for practical computation. If tlio infinite integral io not 
eonrergent   as might be the ease in taany typical situations - tho 
tine response is sarred by Gibb's oscillation. This phenomona is 
illustrated in fig. 2,7 {curve »a«) which shows a typical integral 
representation of a step mvoforra (after Uay et. el.) .
17Laaesos slowed that this type of oscillation
could be largely oliainatod by tho use of bis  sigraa factor*, 
2.16, modified to include the sigpa factor, and with the limits of 






Tbo offoct oi' -juch a modification ib illuctratotl 
in curve *b* <&f fig. 2«V which shwn tha iatojjrai x-eprwrjcutttiioc of 
the same stop function eonsidorott previously, ifor© tibe Uibb'w 
oscillation bae boats &lrao&t ontiroly resrovod, though at th» OXJ.>OOSG 
of a lOT<r©riag of tlso rato of irino of t&e function near the ori{jin«
ot» al * suggcfsted ooflificntions to the £ii(pa factor wiiich fortiior 
tho efficiency of tho ppoo«sc. Ttscy difforontiatfxl botwoa
oigna factor «• ttot de scribal above «- and thoir 
tesaaod tfee 'modiflod
ct ol rocognioo tliat the
fewrior trassKfovo oan yield divergent iatagyala wbcsi ap-oliod to 
situations, fhsy, tiurcforo» adoi>t a taodif led form of t&o trao
jw testso are replaced by (a * jw) %bo^o *a' ie arbitrary stul 
tba» sero, U«ia;;' this CKHlif iorl trasisfona, cou^ietl with 
' sigEja factor tln^r have detscarfcratou i«io vlabili% o2 
techainue oa relatively 
2.4.1 Ue of th<? totecc
traaafojKS toelmiquo? Imvo to<?B widely usoil 
for raasy jroara i« th<? traasoieat analysis of luorje<3 olenoat aotxrorLs. 
Froa time to tirso tlio aso off ibis ^stcci is t>vo^9ed £or ttotvorl^; 
feaving distvitatwl cocotaatB. 'lito ability to talte ioto aaccnet tho 
fre-^uoBcy d.er»er«^e&c© of tho troaealssion liae ^^jraiactorc is, of courr.o, 
lost thjfough 1MB method, tfeougfe it raq^ be eonniilored to have oono
? if tbo yyus'tem uado? ejasBiBatioB is relatively situplo »ml 
n Itsapcd ^Isssestts iu adiitioB to trannsaic'-ioa linor,.
On© of ^LSO aost roeoat application;; of the
^ i
tysarforra is this contort vas made fcy Was^el"
31 tl____Zl 01 9____9____».____?____0
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cwacernod vith reflections produced by the propagation of a atop 
function along a line terminated at each end by a parallel reirator/ 
capacitor combination. This work vill be discussed in more detail 
at a later time -thoujgi e:tanination« of ^as'ol'w analysis show that 
tho resulting expressions for tho lino node voltages afl function* 
of tino become extremely complex. The Laplace transform cannot 
be considered to be a practical approach for any but the simplest 
of networks.
Transform methods in general can only bo used for 
linear aye teas. Such techniques aro, however, capable of providing 
results of higher accuracy than that attainable using other processes. 
In order to achieve such result,-- it is necetnary both to provide a 
great deal of system data - which is often lacking in practical 
situations « and to make use of considerably more computer storage and 
time than night be tho case using alternative techniques.
It efts bo argued* therefore, that for studies
on large ^ateen, or in situations •tfher® the network data is not veil 
defined, or indeed for 'general purpo&o* sstodios, these transform 
do not have significant advantages ever other slapler and aore ecoi^oe^i 
tocfeniques.
2,5 ^/britl *. oroce,g3Qg
Bickford and itoepel have suggested a technique
vhich effectively eenotitutos an omlgaia of the lattice diagras app 
of Bevley with tho Fourier transform tochnique describotl above* Here tlio 
rseponae of a liae to & stop furiction is determined, usiag Fourier cjotho-JLc. 
calculation is p^rforised uncu only for tech lisic in tho i;yrtea« UK- 
i»rtion of the arithmetic then contres around the ueo of the lattice
except tl-sat the amplitude of each wave ajoviag aiossg a line is 
modified according to the step resjioaao for that liao previously tletoxcdnod*
This composite process thus appears to bold some promiue&f combining 
as it d««g the flexibility cm' economy ^f the Bowloy method with tlio
in accuracy afforded % tho incluniow of line 
frcquuuuy
3* fflk. "U 
3*1
pvo&raa foraing to© baala of 
boon foraulatoa uaiog tfeo priaoiplos cHitiodied In tfao 
" aethod of tronoiaot calculation.
process is soro coceaonly referred to as
fX-Cti '<iAar"/o
the "Borgearon11 OJP " t̂ ^laJ^0B*4iolrf^cKponn Ktothod, ttouj^ ifoo ^..timt
'> wan fiarst ft»ai@»od to the technique by Bergoyon
uav&ovs woul«l agroo that tbo crwiit for tlio 
ooaaootlon of tfso tochoiquo ahoulO, <lo to Louis lMsrn©iroa« His booix cm tho
<^A
subject t ;nibUsho',1 originally in 1931 asrjel subaucsuaotly translated into 
ia 1949, givea a esmoico dosoyiptioa of tfoo oothmi tiioi^h t!io
oajoriiy of s^.-licatioae ro^oi? to nrobleaao i
22 
to tb© ?l«»tor tsaiaaer" Dvdkloo* 0. ^chis^xJQs: »
of Borgeroa ami alig^itly j-ifoooi&diQG ^^t rtovoioj;i®a a 
loss;- coiKilooive tochoiquo*
t&o csot&CKi airj.tottre to have 
la 1^10 Civil itt^iaoc^iac $&®%-& * tliouf^i here E»^y recent
for oc^aciple f&eh t r<^or m>t to tbo Bos-goroa ssotbovl taut
•*j j
tt« rolatcKl Alliovi csml Angu-'j oothod » tfaio £K>i;>ulari%- lies
oatil rmito lately, w.tonuocJ. to JJlooteicai laginooring, Intoreot in
eloctricel a^.iilicratioa^ o^ t&© jjirooosn i*oaoJ ftoiaewfjat during;
-IK
betvoeai -6S*o vwfc of .Jojufcc.r;u'" in 1039 aol Wi© 1930's ^Ixon i
*•>,'',
•r«x3i o covered' partic'ulcsiE'ly 6y Doohzio' "'.
t«ne of Mio apoclel vii'tuoa off tlse f.;i.*St>!iScal K
is that it provides an eejcolloat tool for toacMag. 'Hie -uyi-fcei' at* 
Ms coll«cgu0s b&w Ueveloisod t3bo ttschnifjue to too poiat 'wt^re it
found ft useful place in amrcrol dofpreo am? related 
He«trieftl a^jiiieerine, A tmrabor of publication'* haw 
from tfaia &*i*»ct of ttio wff&s 27» 38* 29. %0B0 a«Bcribo the 
iwineiploa of tho rnotbod - in ite purely gvapfeieol font vber® «, 
digital eouj*it*r ia »ot affifjloyec1 «• una also givo ayplicAtioriB of 
ifc» -tef^snique to the solution of povtur eyeto» tramiont probloes. 
A description of an ada^tfttiou of tlio i>*t>co»s to enable it to boeullo 
ttetvorls£t oo&teduiog Ejon-lia^u1 roactivo olonoatn is givou in ref . 39*
Aa ita mne implies iiw gM^tdeal aetbod - a*
ori^iaaliy forrjulatod «• pocmix-o^inho uoo of ilKwinc to yroUuos powuJ.tr,, 
Tho coc^)lttxi% of notwos-las vliioEi ooa bo haadltxlf o&i tho accuracy' of 
tile aolutioiia obtained, is naturally linitoil by the cjatrual 
jjsvolvetl. It is not ^urpriaipgt theroffoifO» ttet tho digits.! 
ahould be etnployod to otitoraato tlio toclmiauo oad t^iua tua*a a useful 
pvooeduro in-to on oartaroiaely i*ouo3rftjl tool,
Wae of the first srocort?oU digital ^t*oyra*as 
cc3t»loyiog t&e grayfcioal aeth£K] wa^ for tb.o calculation of ^mtor
3K) 31in £Qfdjr&ulic plsnta , *^vo yetwpa letos-j ia 1961, Pasy oad
described a rot&nc cajs®blo of troosioQt oalealatioa in s
distributod coastant olocfepioel notuorlia. rA%le work was fw.*thor
30
oxteaadecl by Al-Miaaaor ia t9C>3 ". Bolattvoly aiaple progxts^s tilt
liow the teotoique could b© a<1apto<i tcs1 the digital cocs-puter x/cro j.oc:eriba.:i 
fey tho vritoff and his eolloaeuoo st various oonfoyoaeo« aacl e
/»f»i 1 >l *S/^*
(during tb© poyicKl 1965 to 1%?. ' ' iu,, .• t. c'turins i&oso 
tm.s gsaiBly ooncerao-i witb |xn/or qyotonr, tronslontfs, particularly » 
roeult of problataa tsfiich wsto bocooing aprjeront itj voriom-* placon 
iatrodttction of vosy hisJi voltaic e.&3>lo liate iato /^
.mo. .qboice...o.t <^o Orarfatqca iiothgd
IVOBB tba $j«r«099aitig brief imrvey of the major 
enjoyed toy trot in.tout calculation, it is door that 
oaah possessor advantft&oo - and disadvantages • relative to each of 
tlie others.
It WBO stated that, in tho vritor*« opinion, 
a *boet aet&od* had not omorcod and tho hybrid ootnblnationa of 
several techniques vould 0000 to offor prooio®, novortheloou tho 
OKiplaical oothcx'. boo a nncsbor of opocific attributsB which rea<lor It 
useful for o<m07Ol<«tmrpO3o voxtu Thcao nay be listed as follove «- 
(t) Tho syateo provides tho ability* to onalyeo cirouito oontaiaioij 
both li*ai>o«l and distributed clorxaita to a docjroo of accuracy aufficiottt 
for tooot aaginooring applications.
(ii) Uxo aotworlss vhiob arc aaaiyooci n^ contain no^-Iiuoas- rosistivo 
and non-liaear redctive olotnonto. This implies tliat ;jucb eloaonte 
as mweo divortorn, oaturatijao reactors an<] voltego do]x»adaat 
oo^taoitors nay bo included.
(iii) Baraaotos-rf may bo taado oonvoniontly time dependent. 
feature iirovidoa a very valuable facility siace it o&ablos 
operationis to be siraulatea, or pornits tho goaoration of poise traino 
or othi«p coiapliGatod. forcino oafl ovitching functions.
(iv) Tfeo ©etbo^l recwiily r»ojnaito initial oonditiono to bo sioulotod 
vitto no loss of aocttmcy. Tho Majority of typical etutlior. aro carriotl 
tfoo as'n«^tion that tho notoork io initially clo-oaorgisod. Tliia 
that all ourr-oatro aaid voltogorj otort off at soro aa»:J ttiat
tlaia ESO atoretl onosfgy at$iwhero» '^bia ps?ovlaion to be ablo 
to »peoify non-aero initial vaiuoa is a uooful oao ospociolly for 
<»ses tibwo traaoieat portoyfcationa of tho otctti*^ atoto vjorfovncsaeon 
of »«)tworls.ft are boii^j enalyood.
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(v) % OQDycurisoa vith otlior totihni<j.uor> tho oothod is economical 
In ooaputor stone* «na ttoo. Inflood tho latoat »hiotory analysis' 
tothnique usod horo - wMcfa vill bo described later » iiroduces o 
OMMldorablo improvement in operating speed over the testa netbod 
«fel<& is itsiolf at loftnt an ftet as tuny of its rivala,
(vi) Tho mechanics of tho yroooao of computation aro such that 
onxroots ae woll 00 voltacon veto available at all nodes in tbo 
notwoyk at each Interval of tine. This fact roprooeoto an 
ovor t0cfoni(iuos suofa an -fee lattice aoiliod vboro ourronto, if 
have to be detomiaod l^y a GoixHKvto coqputation*
I^turolly tho raothod has eortttin dznvbaeha and 
tbo ooro proiainont CCKM% ti)o@c arc as follov«««
(i) Tfc© froquency dependence of tho qyotaa xiOPQiaotQra • esx>eoiftlly 
of traosoisQioa line ijarociotors - coa'iot bo tal;en into consideration,
(ii) The method daoancls for its operation that tho network bo divided
sucli tlmt tlto tioo for a dlntur banco to travel bo two on tvo adjacout 
aodos is the saao anywhere in tho oystoa. Ibia usually moons tliat
artificial aodoa i^svo to bo iatpodtuced into long trampois ioa 
to enable this rwiai*ccuot to bo oet« 'Hio iatroductioo of tlsoao 
aov nodes itself ijrotaicos probloo:;. In tho first ple,co the txt^vol 
(or 'transit') tine botwoon QE& two uodos iu tho tnodifioJl f^zteci 5-sao 
to bo tbo hi^joat oooaoa factor of all fee tronait tieaos of tho liaoo 
ia tho original actuorh - boi'orc tlie addition of tlio oov ncxloa* Iliir; 
factor nsoiy» in practioal oasos t bo a vosy acwsll vciluo implying that 
a largo nuDbor of atliiitional nodoo imvo to bo incorporated • DO aof^t 
in fact* that tbo fitorege oj^pecitsy of tea eoe^jutor ujjed ia exceeded, 
Practical i-rograas «• such as yOIiMI - tbua tewe to irieorporato a 
•coi^JJfotaise* facility to feesp tlio aanbos1 of ocnles adtiod t^itbin 
roftoonablo limits, 1Mu riroooduro naturally ^rovidoo a source of
As tfeo ouraboj.' of «d Itloaal nod*® tftiich lw*« to
is ft wm'**pe«diat: OftoroM® in
calculation is ijerfas?ia®d us tog what le effectively no iterative prooom. 
in the sense tbat the whole oatw& i* ^ottmsokl, noa» tay nod»» at a 
fflven time from the ooc»enc«notit of tlso tmeinioa'ti nod this fflcaaniny 
is wpoat«x3 At iotorvals corjrosjxwiding to the beunie tdmo^lt titao (tho 
tstmeit ttoo betwoon two oodoe)* It ttoeroforo follove th&t 
to tho oueibtjr of aduitioo&l zuxlos not only afiooesitAte^ A looker 
tino • viiii aoro tuxlos to bo hecdlGd * b»t B!FO aoana caofa fecauy fop 
a given study length. In g«m<m>lt thoreforo, tlio cooyutoj? tiota k^^o 
for a %pioel probloo vsiafioc » vojry a^xjiposisaatoly * aa tho *iua?c of 
tlie total owrabex' of nodaa IIOCOB ;ja«y to dosorib© the nctwyk,
law* has, bovcnrar, been tKXllfiotl in t&e "SiSAH sys'toa to
JSKHP® f®VOicmldLo figUTO, IliR mndifn^ticn .is effected by the use of 
history 1 analysis. This is dsscritr;ri in cle'cail on page CO,
(iii) Lwap^! reactive eleaoata ne^ bo handloO using the
D«ttio<i, but oaly &t tho OKpoitac of acoa approxinati&tt. It
elr0«£|y bo<m sectioned tSsat tSio nodol used fof t 8ay9 o> l«tap©d inductor
i» tl»t of & «^K>rt oirouitea tsysaazaiorion lino
traoeit liao. L5ueh zs»<iola as-©» of COOT-QO, uaed widely ia
vaiuftt'icsa schszaca oad tlma tlio dl^jaJvaa-io^oa tttiob 
aare sot peoaHaa- to tbo
3*3*
ootbod iaay b® c^piaiaod in e.
of VByzj* Stos^aBiraaiially it sxaoimts to «& CKKtoanion of tho
of ^j^raotoriatios* ioag ua®t? fOar the solution of difforeat 
sf tli® Isistd con0i':l«t^ la thi* field* ao -clffipiic/ of -fclio
4® conaMeyebly meSbEsacot! if 0ojp£^ron»& ooacopt of 
Bioag *to tOToaolasion lioo^ is 3petaAJtKkl« It is this 
tit© toobnicpo so valtaMo as cijfeoaoliing tool.
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Th« origin." of the analyst* follow viraiiar linos
*• the** of the lattice method which hai already been briefly con;.i<Joroa« 
R*re again lines are considered to be lopslewH, though losse* raay be 
simulated by the inclusion of eerier and s'mnt lumped resistive elouiontu. 
The D'Alembert solutions of the wave equations are again adopt ©a iu the 
same form as- they were <10rcribod iu aquation." 2.9 aud 2.6 We- thu; havci-
i o Fl.(je « at) 4- F2.(x * at) ........3.1.
v a " «P2»(x • at) - ^.P2.(x 4 at) ........3.2.
where i and v are the current and voltage at any point distance x from 
the zero reference at time t.
As mentioned before the o ;uationc tor voltage and 
currant Day be interpreted as describing travelling wave?. In UK- 
case of the lattice technique thia interpretation is rctaiaed aiu' the 
proee?"--; consists of computing *^JO »ett algebraic effect of the^e vave;; 
at particular points of intorogt.
In the graphical method this idea of travelling wave 
motion ie deliberately discarded. It is- not sufficient to describe 
the grax>bicai ceclmi juo simply a? an alteraativ® formulation of the 
B'Al ember t c'.uationv to that esiployed by Bowley. Nor, on the other 
hand, is there any real advantage to be gained by attempting to combine
T **
the two teclusi^ue? as vap done by U'kelly '. There exi*tK an or 
difference in ttio basic philosophy of t|ie two method? which may be 
readily overlooked.
The toehni'.'uer may bt) <tov*lop©«1 U5 follows. ij>
3.1, i« multiplioit throughout by / aad ;; ucccswivcsly adtieu to auu. 
from 3.2. Tlsis Oi/eration yield »-
v -f /.i •=> 2.<:..F1.(x - at) ..........3.3
v — / »i =s 2. 4'..F2. (A -f at) .......... j«4
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If, in equation 3.3 the right hand pida may bo
coasidared constant, then the loft hew/ i w of the CKnation will 
also be constant. A similar argument applies to the loft bana side 
of equation 3,4 when (x + at) is constant.
If fomo observer if considered who CIOVCD along
the line in tlso positive x direction vith a constant velocity 'a', then 
we soe that for this observer the expression v  *  i »i rauut appear eouutani. 
Similarly v «  I'.i appears to be constant for an observer moving along the 
line in the opposite direction vith a velocity -a.
For these moving observers, therefore, aquations, 
3,3 and 3*4 Hay bo modified tot*
v + /.i « £.1 ...... 3«5.
and v - /..i « K2 ...... 3*6*
vhere &1 and K2 are constant factors. --,:u&tiotu 3.5 and 3.0 nay be 
themselves intorproted af straight line.- ou the vol-ta(»G-««»ren.t vdane 
having slopes of -*, and. •*•/..
It should be noted that novfaero bar it beo*t stated
that the csoving observer•• necessarily travel ^rith aay voltage or current 
waves-- in the notvork. Indeed the concept of travelling vavo; a& 
has already been lo-nt.
If two observers* are considered Rioving ar> a
previously, ttet is with a ve^city 'a 1 , aiojig a traaaraisoion line, but 
in opposite dirsctioa'?, th---n wtoea they meet at the ^aiao ^oint ou the 
lino, logic dictates that they must both aea-jur© the .soao voltape 
current. The paseftgeo of these observers my b© contadoro<i u:< 
r«jt>ref.eato<l fe^ ntsraifljit liaep on the voltage-current piano.
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and curirenttt at certain points witfcio 
My notvork vill always *§ absolutely determined or ralated, irrespective 
of the general transient situation in the uetvork ae a whole. The&ic two 
nodes at which thero euro luoped circuit elements &ueh as resistors, voltage 
or current flouroos or open or short circuits. like condition** at such 
nodes may thua be represented ou the voltage~eurr«ttt plane by what iaay be 
tcrooa * absolute characteristics'.
An alternative description of the grag&ieal method
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lias been advanced tgr Arlett and. others which is on;>ontialiy a re-st*teraoat
of the *aetbo*l of characteristics'* Here the concept of wave notion in 
retained though &• actual graphical techniques which aro employed are 
identical to those described here* It is felt that tits esaeutial 
simplicity of thin octhod is eotaewhat lost be; a rather fonae.1 treatment 
of thip kind* thoo^i one useful concept, that of points on the voltape- 
curreat jjlaae reprerjenting 'mtate? of vx>ver* progro: ii^,; through toe 
network* does eoerge* A wave progressing through the aetvork can be 
represented by a :;tato of pover (v x i), though the name concept can 
be eBif>loy©«J to deaoribo network conditions in the steady -tat© - 
for example tfao state of x>ower in a de-energised network -with :io stored. 
energy is eveaeywhcsro aero.
3.4. A
A technique of thif kind is best illustrated hy
reference to a typical example* It is not considered dofiiroblo, in 
a work of this Mad* to labour individual aspects of ttoe saetbcnlt - 
for exaasple tto -aagr ia vhich coKiiJiex forcing fimctioas are handled, 
Deviously 3pofers?o«i to publications ty the writer aatl Ms eolloaguofc 
cover the dajoriiy of tiie salient points onti do not aood ropetitiou. 
In any event ooyoots of tfee technique will b© ac»\ilifiod in .-.aibsequcn 
chapters whe» the modification of tfco process to a ions cui table for 
cfflu}.jater appli cation IB esamined.
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It is therefore convenient to consider an oxauiple 
inooryorator a number of 'complex 1 i'oaturoo all at tfao Hanie time. 
8uch a situation to illuntrated in fig. 3.1. Thin ojjoaplo, albeit 
Booevhat artificial in character, nevertheless illuntrators clearly tho 
power of tho graphical method* Two transmission linos, AB and BC are 
connected in norioo with their junction at fi. It is aswned that tho 
transit tiao0 of tfco two lines are equal, but that thoir surge 
arc resvectivoly %.'. and. z. The linos arc a;*«umed to b© lo
At time xero tlio previously doMonergiaad 8yst«0 is 
excited by a rtinuBoit'a! forcing function applied, at A * thin is 
equivalent to closing the switch at A. The forcing function voltage 
source has aa internal iG>i>eUaace of 'r* which i& asauaod to be re ^ .>«,iv,,.
Tho line BC is loadod at C with a non-linear resistor 
in practice ouch noa-linoarities are frequently found in oaoy t^pe@ of 
network roagizif: froo surge dive^rter« in i>over syutesas to Jovicen with 
nwn-linear input iopodances in electronic circuits*
T!JQ graiiiical inethod penaito tho cisnaXtaaoous
computation of tranrtioat volteges aud cxirrouts at iiofinito iaeriaaentD 
of tiiao aftor tino iiero. Construction is carriot? out o';iag a combined 
voltage-current and voltoge-tifijo plane as shown in f%» 3.2. Xa this 
figure tdao •abijolwtc i^iaractori^ties 1 of tij© non-linoar resistance load, 
and the family of abaoluto cbarBcicripticn repuro-nontiag the oxeitins 
function at various iostonta in tiiao are 3jiowi« In tlio ca;!© of ritapler 
forcing fuaetioas — atop function!?., for ejcoavle, tlie nocon^ii^r for a. 
voltage-tiia© plane io roooTeJ. s-.iaco tfce rourco vol'tago booomoa tiwo 
invariant.
Tho oonatructioc. it;,olf i'- illustrated, is
in fig. 3*3* Tbia sbovs the voltage-current and voltagc—timo 
as iu fig* 3«2, tat witfe tho addition of lino:; reyrocontiag the 
of obsorvors in tho network*






It ie neees;ary to imagine that oach of the two 
tramciis^ion linos has ao observer free to travel along it and to 
continually ejonitor voltage and current conditions, ; uoh an observer 
travels with tho norao velocity as a travelling wave would achieve on 
the line, though this does not iinply that the observer actually 
travels with aoy uavo* For convenience wo may &SUUDO that tho unit 
of tine basic to thin problem e«iual? the tranr.it time (otto way) of 
either of tho tcronamisoicm lino®, Aauuroe also that at the instant of 
svitchicg tho oinuooidal source voltage is sons© little vey belov ita 
peek value.
At tiao -1, one tide unit before switching, the
voltages and ounronto tbrou^wut tho syataa are ovos^whe?^ ;-oro. Thus 
an observer oa lino Ali, »tationo<I at D, vould record zero voltage and 
current and thoco condition!? may bo plotted on tho voltQ£o~curroat
Now imagine thai the observer on AB now.:; tovuras
A • he is thorofore moving in th« negative reforenco direction as defined 
in fig, 3,1, - God arrives at tirao ;:aro, at the iiiistoat that the forcing 
function ie applied, ffce passage of tbo observer, x.tio f eioving at wave 
voloeily sees tliat tho voltage and ourront ^iioh ho monitors are always 
directly related t^r tho mufgo iapotianoe of the lino (o$&* 3*6) may be 
rot'resented on fig« 3.3 by the liae B^A^, ffee notatioa hero is that 
of a letter dcnotijucj tlie noae together with a yubscript giving tiia® 
iufortaatiou, Itais A^ refers to fla© cottditiooo at aoiio A at tits© 2,
The point AQ is dotonainod by tho
of the liae B «A, -uitfc ito© absolute elsaractori^tic line corrt>8><ontiing ••i u
to t3ie owtisut of tho source at tirao ;joro (line PA^ in tig, 3,3.}. "Hie 




Oae of the eh»ractci;rit'tic» of the t»ra,j/hiuel method 
ie ftpi^arent hero, thio i& tho nocosoity to have iufoxmtion on the 
pftft history of the network before tfaa transient disturbance it applied. 
In practice such iuforoation is BortaalXy available and therefore this 
doos not present way real
At 0 at tiiae ?oro, the voltage aud current aro
still KOTO sineo tho disturbance initiator! at A at thin tine has not 
yot had an opportunity to £>rojjagate through the aotworiu Aa obsorvor 
st»tlMMril st C vould ttws record both zero voltage and current. Now 
suppose that tfeio obaorver moves towards B at tfee wave velocity, 
eimul*,taooucly vittx the observer on lino AB. Since tlto tuo observers 
started th©lr journeys rrom C and A respectivoly at fctae zero, they 
vill thua Dioot oscaotly et B at tine 1. i.'lien they eoot thoy dust 
the sa&e volta<_;c cmd current values*
She passage of the observer frosa C nay bo
roA)rosen*«! by tfco liao CV,B1 in fig. 3*3, vhilat that of tine obsorvor 
on AB is repros?eato<l by AQB^ « The iatern^ctioa of those two lines 
thus gives? tho srequ£r0t} voltage and current ccjuditioao at B at time 1. 
Ifee slopes of t&o teo character if tic lin©is differ ainoo tho two 
observers aro trevolliag i» dif format dirootioas rolativo to tho 
positive refor<meo diyoctioa defiood for the problocu
"Sb® construction then contimios as follows, 
The observer on B€ iiameKliately rev©rst©« his direction of travel,
leaving B at time 1 and arriving back at C at tisao 2, Here h«j 
moots tbe aoa-liaoar tormiattting resistor wltoao absolute characteristic 
has alrea*^ ftwcw Osrmro on tho «olta£'o-curr®Bt i^lftae* tt© intorsectioa 
of the ohar®ctm*ifftio line ropreseating tho passsgo of tLo observer 
(B-Og) wad tb© ebsolut® cbaraoteristtic line ^b»is yields tlie point C2 
wbicb gives tho voltago awl current coriditiotiii at (; at time 2,
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fhe observer on AB, for hia part, retraoee hla stepe from 8, arriving 
at A at Urn© 3, The point A2 la thus produced by the intersection 
of tfe© charaoteriBtie line for the observer with the aboolut© 
characteristic of the source (qA^). 3ftis line difforo froia tb« source 
characteristic lice at time aero (paQ) siiaply because the source voltage 
baa altered ia tho intorveaitse period. The construction it> then 
continued in a airailar manner tor & long as requirod*
of voltajji* an<l ourroat 
b« prepared froa the ixsints located on the volta^o-cunoat plane* It 
vill be no tod that iiifonaation is available about tlie ooaaitioaa at 
each nod© in tho uctwork at intorv&lti of tvieo thu ba.iic ^ystoia time 
uait • oorroq^onding to twice the transit tirao of «my lino in the 
He t * -o rk . at
curve between tiioso points con be largely a taatter of cr-q/orieaeo since 
in some oapen tbo taroa&i&nt vill take the form of a sdootlj curve, whilst 
in others it taa&r have x^oncunced cliacoatir^uitie'.?. Adilitiotial points 
on tfce graptoo any be obtained by roix)atiag the cooatructiaa ei'feer 
vltli additional oodoa inserted in the network - thus oaidug the 
eon^trttctioa much acre coci|^le>: but at the satao tjuao rotluciog the 
ba'iic network taraaoit tiaio, or by roixjating tho coastnsction osaetly 
as detailed aix>vot but ohoofsing: a different starting titio*
Pig, 3,4, ahovft aa e:camx>le of the construction
of fig, 3,3 repeated, but ijiatoeul of starting from ,~ at tirae 0, and 
frosa B at tipo ~1 f out observers a tart frota u at titno O.3 and froa 
B at tiiae *0,D« ?bo observes? from B at time -0.5 will thus reach 
A at tiis© 0.3, that in after the transient hats cojouoacod. i.ven
f
tbougii this ofeoorvor did act, in this ease, arrive at tJio source 
just ass tl»o diniawbance was beii^:; initiated, ev; ia tho corae of 
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ro«ults from fi^e. 3,3 ami 3.4.,
and cwwoiit coalitions at each of the nodes of #r,t«?.rtf-t 
within the notwrk oro available, iioaultn ar® pfonoat at A at 
tiffler 0, 0.9, 2, 2*3f 4 etc., vhilo re suit a at, aojr C havo boon 
obtained. jfra- siejoa 2, 2.3>, 4, 4.5 anrt HO on, tibviouuly the affect 
*f the teaosieut. (lliitja-baace cftuuot bo folt at C before tlrae 2 
doe to the j^^ftgfttioc dolejya in the netxrork.
Thono baeio principles of annlyois my bo
extended to tloei '^Lth a vayiety of other aituatioa;; Including auch 
aetwork oonfi(nnfatloos art tho juactioa of & maabor of tjroiifaa 
liuoat the izkclui'iOB of sMnries autl sbuat los.«y eieaonts uithiu 
lines and. Uw> Jomliog of linert wi.th lumped reactive olocontn. It 
has ali-osdj bccB Qoatio»«d tb&t in thir latt case a do(j?oo of 
epproKJutiation is icvolvoU ami this vill b@ di^cu&soU Iti a iiubr.ou 
chapter,
As one floe,! illustration of thin basic graphical 
application of the nothoel, ve IM^T oonsidoj? the csotiutmetion which is 
adopted for tLo caico of a aoriee roeistor betwocai IKJO loagtiMs ot 
transmigsion liao» 5M@ particular circuit is valuable for tfc© 
simulation of line losao«» reramboriug that the oto-ihoil x>ro»<jttpix>so9 
that all treanola-iion liaor* aro lossless* fhd eircwit uaclor tusaly.oia 
is shove* iis fig. 3.3. «o ra&y assiasie teat •fiais fora« a noction of a 
larger netwoz& ai*d ttsst t&o oetvork is onergisoil, Tbo two eeotione 
of lino oaoh Isavo tho SGESQ cbasrecteristic iapedanco, ooc! oaeb haws tbe 
teaacit tkao ^liolj ociuals the ba^ic unit of tino for the probieeu
iijuppono Uiat tli© conditions at A anil D are 
at Boa© iiao 't 1 . The problea is thus to dotonaiiio 13io 
voltages aad curroata present at B ®a<i G one tirao unit later, tfeat 
ie at tirac (t + !)• tiiaee it is assiaaod toat tbo lumpod scries 
resistor» H» b^? sosfo transit tino, it tfeorefos-o follows that the
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current eatorino and looking it ia the sane it all tiiaoo. Tho 
voltage at B uili (attar from that at Cf only *malliao it vhon 
tb» euiTont throujjb. the resistor is ^ero. Tho construction 
used to handle this caao i« ahwa in fig. 3.6,
observer travelling from A in the
positive roforoooo direction is represented by the lino, whose 
slope is «#f A.jB^, The point B^ is locatod an tho 
intersection of thia line with the ' cooi« >cvii te oharaoioriytic* 
which is itoolf fomtx! a;-, the aeriea euti of tho recistor 
charftcteristic (ft) and of the oharactoristic rffproponting the 
paeeage of tho ohservor from D in tho negative roforonco direction* 
This last cbarectos-iotic also toe a elope of £• A vortical 
projection of the point B... yields tho ix>int 0' - - this operation 
fulfil It tho coaditioji thot tlno curroata at oaoh side of the 
resistor sboll alia^r. bo cK^ual. ilie current throuc^^ ^ i^ thus 
shown on the figuro »>-• *iS vhilst tlio voltagea at oi-ttKM? eud 
are given by V^^ ood V^,^^ reypectivoly.
It may be appreciatoti that ovori tLouch the
basic teciiniftuofs iswolvod in •Qb.is tfypo of graphical eoantaruetien 
are relatively- jtraiolitforward in themoaives, the analysis for 
systems having EMS' tU*groc of oc«ai>lo:'Ci% rapidly boconop ostrooely 
complicated. Aocsistiqy ii*« of courae, aioo limited l&: tlio very 
nature of t&e vira^ing tocnni«iuet aoci by the i'aot tliat orvoru toncl 
to b© ctrailativo. ijo cey aow coneidGrt theraforo, ttio adaptation 
of the graiiiicai u«>tiK>«l to & fora laoro itauitabl© for
In general the eccuncy of a proems?; such as the graphical 
method is largely dependent on the cari3tr?nntr, placed upon it by the 
network under investigation. Thus for networks consisting only of lossless 
transmission lines, havinq no energy storage elements (capacitors ur irid'jctorc) s 
and subject to step excitations, the graphical mot hod can be ssid to produce 
results which are entirely accurate. In the cnse of networks having lines with 
significant attenuation, errors tend to result even though these can be 
minimised by, for example, the inclusion of line series resistors to simulate 
losses.
Whilst it is therefore difficult to produce absolute data on the 
accuracy of the process when applied to networks in genercl, it is, however, 
quite possible to make comparisons between the graphics! method and 
alternative techniques whan they are used for the solution of the seme 
problem^ In the absence of readily available production programs oased
on these alternative methods direct comparisons are difficult. However the
10 
work of Bickford and Doepel is of importance here since thsy warp able to
make comparative assessments of the performance of programs based on i he 
lumped parameter technique? the Bewley lattice method and th? Fourier transform 
approach ivhsn applied to the solution of a clsss of restriking voltage? 
transient problems*
Though their comparisons did not involve the graphical method 
directly, it is suggested that the Rewley lattice method nrid the graphical 
.method have the same basis and employ t!,ie same t-ipproxirngtions- Tlujs similai" 
results would ^*~je been obtained if the Graphic->1 rather than the lattice methr.c 
hed been employed. Computing timets tend to ha oiir:il~-ir for the ci'io r-ppro 
over a wide range of applications.
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The lumped element method is of value only in cases where
the lengths of transmission linos are rulbtively email. comparisons were 
thuG rncidfj between this technique and the lattice method for a restciking 
transient following a 'short line 1 fault. Source inductances and line 
losses could be neglected and thus the lattice method could be regarded as 
giving ^ccnracdc results. Tha lumped element method, on the other hand, 
produced errors ;.;nncunt.i r,q to 2<1%. of the poak transient voltage across the 
circuit breaker, together with an error of some 4,2% in the time at which 
this peak occurred.
The efficiency - or in practical terms the cost-effectiveness - 
of the methods can be assessed by estimating the likely cost of runs 
using the various bechnigucs. Simply comparing the run times is not valid, 
except in the case of small computers* since the amount of fast storage rcquirer 
for a program is of importance in computing the cost wean large computers 
equipped with multi-programming .facilities are employed. " Rewley and Doepel 
f ound that for the example quoted above the lumped parameter method was 
almost, exactly twice as expensive as the lattice diagram technique.
n similar problem, only this time involving a much longer 
length of transmission line ('some ten miles) was used to compare the 
performance of the lattice method with the Fourier program. In this case the? 
line was assumed to be subject to earth penetration effects (i.e., had an 
imperfect earth) which could be handled by the r ourier program. The 
difference in the results shcvjed only a 5<i discrepancy between tre peak 
voltages computed by each program, though the cost of the more accurate 
r ourier solution "JPS somp fr".T times t.h-';i of t
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A_ljb_g j^r\a t j^v j3^ E >:l a n ti n n of t h e GiTip u c,_i
The explantion offered previously for the graphical method
makes use of the concept of hypothetical nbsurvors moving along transmission 
lines. Whilst this approach results in a useful physical interpretation 
of the method, the necessity for these imaginary observers is opon to 
criticism. The me'clud can, howavur, be explained without recourse to the 
observer principle as follows:-
In equation 3.1, the function F1 0 (x-at) may be considered ;>,s 
representing a current wave travelling in the forward reference direction.
Hence let F1.(x-at) = ip. Similarly a 'backward' wave, i , is represented by1 b
F2.(x+at).
Hence equation 3.1 becomes;-
simularly v = Z.ip + (-Z).J = v -:• v, . 00 o o o e. oo o .3o2(s)-
From a comparison of equations 3.1(a) and 3o2(a), hearing in 
mind that the current wave i f is associated with the voltage wave vrP we see 
that:-
V /I. = Z .. . o . . . . « . oo c oo . oo c . o. c oo . .3c?
and v,/i = -Z ........oc.°..oo«o•oooo..o«3oB
b b
If we now consider small changes in, say, v f accompanied by 
small changes in i fS we soe that:-
i '
[MOW a point in the- v-.i plynp represents the voltcge :-,na
current at a particular point in a network r.t a specif Jc tJT.i:-:. It rnpresentf 
what has been previously called a 'state of power".
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Equation 3.9 may thus be interpreted as implying that a change in the 
state 
of power at a given po.int in a lint; can only take placu along Q strai
ght line 
of slope +2 in the v-i plane.
As a rusu.lt of the arrival of a disturbance at a point on the
line, the st.ite of poiuer at that point changes from its original value
 (v1,il) 
to a new value (v2,i2). This change is made along a straight line o
n the 
voltage currant plane whose slope is + Z. The magnitude of that chan
ge is 
dependent on the neui boundary conditions at that point produced by th
e 
arrix/al of the disturbance. The new voltage and current (v2, i2) is 
thus 
determined bv finding the intersection of a line of slope Z Passing t
hrough the 
previous state of power, with a sbconfj line representing the boundary 
conditions 
at the time fo arrival of th.3 disturbance. T his operation forms the 
basis of 




4. JBfiit .QQMTOTMt AMUJfclS.
of •ro.fovcBMe <!tr_ecUon*
la the nrwiouo chapter the bctoio (graphical 
*B o:as£iinotU Hero It w«us nooessary to jpocify in eacb 
caso * positive aud negative reforonoe direction along oach of the 
linpy fonuiu^ o part of the network* In the caeoB -wJxioh wore 
oousidorod. tbia wcvc aoootiiiue of a foiuftlit^r aijaco thooo voro all 
*linettr* in tbo oaoco that thpy ccmtaioevl no o«flb«a or junetio&a 
of more than ttro bronchos.
Notvorka which havo Jtsoctlons of tfcro© oy
moro brancbon present jurobleoo from the topologies*! point of view 
if this idea, of roforonce direction its retain&rt. For e^soplo the 
network show in fie* 4.la ip difforoat ffota that ,;hoyn in fig* 4*1b* 
Eurly procrODO x?ritton ty iiic writer oad othore OJ.a( uso •Mils 
reference dirocti«Hi idea vitb tho rosult iliat data proixxration boca&io 
a relatively difficult oatter» prone to error* and tijat tt» prograsa 
v»s rathor restrictod in its application.
It io tbicrofor© advaatftgeour to atxxadon <4se
definition of a oi>ooific positivo roforonco direction for each 
line iievortbolo° ! i^s direction of a current ia as invariant 
its masnitifc'o Q 1̂ *•* ^s **als nooea«ary to ostablinh a raeonr of 
tifvinn currcat <2irootion. It ia oonvoniont to «U;S«DO that 
nt'j outoriac nodes ar© alvayo considered positive* .wch a 
licv naturally iEfs^lvoa certain laodificatiwna to tiio bo;iie 




A convenient notation to describe voltages and 
currents
(a) For voltagest- V where «n« is a nodo number,
' U« ia a tioe
Voltages are measured with respect to the ground plang. in all cases.
(b) For current s j«*
*ak t vbere 'a* is node into 'which 
* current i flcw;v., 'k* iu node 
from which current has passed 
and 't' is -time as before.
A diagram illustrating the use of this notation, 
shoving the currents in a network at time 2, is ^iven in fig. 4.2.
(c) Transmission line s 8-
Lines are denoted by the nodes ;jhich they
connect. Thus the line between nodes *a' and *k* ia line ak. Though 
•internal' numbering of lines is carried out automatically by the 
computer during execution of the program, specific numbering by th© 
user is not required.
Line surge impedances are identified by 'two
subscripts corresponding to the line which they represent. Thus 
1 , is the surge impedance of line ak. Lint? resistance is treated
8*fC
in a similar manner.
4.2 The Solution Equations
Pig. 4.3 (a) shows a representation of two
transmission line sections ak and bk having a junction at k. The 
transit times of each of the sections are equal and their surge
impedances are 2* , and £, , as shown. The figure showc also the 
*• ale oLi
currents flowing at timo stero and this diagi'am serves to reconcile 
the concept of positive reference direction for the network aa a 
whole (shown by iiie long arrow) with the new policy of considering 
currents as positive when they enter nodes. Fig. 4.3 (I>) describes
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ttn« same network, though in this case the currenta 0x0 shown one 
tine unit later at time 1.
She graphical construction necessary to determine 
tho conditions at node k at time 1 knoving them at nodes a and b one 
time unit previously is shown in fig* 4.4* Current** corresponding 
to those shown in fig. 4.3 arc noted on this diagram.
The point k^ is determined by the intersection 
of the two characteristic lines shown or, more formally, by the 
eolation of the oiraulatneouB equations vhioh represent each of time. 
These equations arc, from fig. 4.41-
line a « ol
thuat* * WS.,1




£n the general caee the junction vithin the network 
couaist of a joining of «n» lines, and here the corresponding 
equations for all lines becomes-
o o -- Zj<
Ka,i
3
If the node in question is merely a simply junction 




*** * 1. j m 0 •••• 4»4
In order to oafee the analysis ae general a» possible, it i» convenient 
to consider too more complex caee of a junction between transmission 
lines vuore thev* ia some non-reactive shunt element at the node. 2his 
idea is ahovn in fig. 4.6. The chant element may bo resistive (non-linear 
or linear) or an aotivo source or eome combination of both of those. The 
qaeation of ahunt inductance or eapaoitance placed et the node vill be 
dealt vith lator.
4.4 is now modified as follows i*
* ... «•!»__, 4 A.?k | « »
.4.5
la this equation 'A* and *B* are dependent on the nature of the shunt 
eleaect at the node*




It is coHvonient to sia^lify tfa© right hand side 
of equation 4.6 by making th@ substitution^-
* 2ak' lak,0 ° *0










Tho tones A toad B in equations 4*6 havo values 
dependent on th« boundary conditions at ttod« k« 
4.3.1 fi%gf y » Cotmoctiojp. node
This is a staple intercoaoooction of lines at k
(fig* 4.5). Xhe booaadajry condition at k is given by &|uation 4.4 and 
it thus follovfs tfcatj-
A « B >• 0
The equatiofU) for solution thus becoao**-
23k oo-i
o z bl< o --- i











for curreats at tisie 1 
g o-iuation 4*9 we
may be solvad for V , and back-substituted






these reeultn into wjiaatien 4.4 we have the r elation i-
» 0




m *self surge adcaittance' of node k 
n
currents at the Junction tnay thon be determined 
by aiatple subatitaation oad, in general ve have thati-
solution, vliiej* A I
to wuatioo. 4*6, it tooy be readily shovu, 
folloviag a similar argumettt to that traced above toy the case of a 
einple ooaaectioa node, that the general solution for tho voltage at a
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ei K^- /) <*id/or 4 o^-e lot z « ^ h 3{ /-^ ^> /•«•.'-
+ Vybk + Vyak +'•* * Vynk "*
.......... 4.12
4.3.2.1 (Ja^e, ff »r .Hjajfe fthe impressed
A uodo having an ioprea^ed «sf botvoeu itself
and |he ground plane i« shown in fig. 4.7. This source ia represented 
ia all oases as a parfoct voltage generator in aeries vlth a resistive 
internal i&podanco (P.). The voltage itself may or may not be time 
dependent* The boundary conditions at node k are given in thia 
instance by t-»
a 
B* ^^ * «<*> " vu 1
J83 iVJ Kjl
of equations 4*13 and 4*5 shove that heroi-
A
B = "• — • 4'14
eaialysis also includes the caeo of a simple 
reaiator to groutKl at iJbe junetionf aince ia this instance e(t) » 0 
and we eee that A «* B « -1/R.
A perfect voltage source, that its one wbos« internal
iapedaao« ia exactly aero (R « 0), obviously leads to indotr^ednate values 
for A and B* A restriction is thus placed on the program barring it 
from handling such situations. The eaoe argument applies to a short 
circuit at too node though provision is made in the program for 
short-circuited nodes. In thie cage it i» only necessary to specify 
that tiie nodal voltage is always zero and then compute the currents 
at the node in the normal way.
4.3.2*2 Case 3 - Hoxlo vitfc non-linoar jreeJLstive. wfcuat olooont
15 vis ease is illustrated in fig* 4,8, It is
assumed that the voltage-current characteristic of tho non~linear 
resistor bus the fona»-
i m a.vb * e ....... 4.19
In addition a *flashover level* is specified
(*d* in fig. 4*a). This facility i« useful for tho simulation of 
non-linear devices i&ich incorporate some breakdown moohaalsia - 
a power system aurgo diverter which has a series spark gap together 
vitfe a noa-liaear resistive element i® an axamplo. When this 
facility is invoked tho non-linsar resistor is a«fjwaed to remain out 
of circuit until tho nodal voltage exceeds the sparfeover level after 
vfaieh tine the reoistoy is effectively switched in and rotaains in 
circuit until toe current through the element falls to aero. The 
•epark gap* is ihen deoAy-3 to htve regained its ful.l iiaaulating 
strength and toe process repeata AS necessary*
'ifce boundary conditions at the nods are illustrated 
by the equation i-
Fro« equatiea 4*16* the relevant values of A and B oey bo determined 
by inspection as t*»
A » 0 >
) ...... 4*t7
B » ft.V * c }
Vy
solution for V, , in this case becomes i- % 1
for® of equation (4.18) is beet #olve<2 by 
an iterative process. She criterion for staple itcwmtion to be 





and thie is io-vrltton «si-
* - rf(x),
thon th« first differential of rf(x) U«(x)) Mfft be Ion- than 1 
In our present caoot-
*t»> - (f - .
vhich will be less than 1 for all positive values of V, , and for *li.l
a and b positive.
Tho iterative process my be speeded up If required
by the use of any of the usual acceleration procedures. Ai ikon's* 'delta 
»iuared' technique, for example, was investigated though convergence 
in practical oases evea vAth sisipls iteration wuc Jfountl to be rapid 
and no real advantages accfi^ed froia its u»e. Acceleration procedures
are of assistftoco in any avfeut oaly if |( (V, ) is not less than -I**»»
the nodal current^ are computed ae in all the
previouss cases, the curj-eat through the non-linear resistor being 
detenaioed vith reference to its original characteristic equation.
4.4.
Itte analysia thus far has oonoiderfod that all
transmission lines arc lossless in tho seme that they have neither 
series resistance nor shunt conductance* Indeed the simplicity of the 
graphical method rests alraost entirely on tills fact*
3far many applications it rewainw a r«a,son«.Tjlft
approximation to ignore line lo^son. This is especially true in 
ca«es vhera ths lines are short or vfcore t&o object of tho calculation 
is to determine the extent of overvoltages? withirt th® network. In this 
last caae calculatod values will usually exceed those achieved in practice,
thus incorporating a 'factor of safety' into tho computation.
la may iiutaaeee, hraever, looses should b« 
Usually, especially iu the cane of pov*r lines, the shunt conductance 
teada to be negligible in compariuon with the distributed series resistance 
•f the line. It is usually sufficient, therefore, to simulate the line 
resistance only, thoixgb a stimulation of ahunt conductance can be made if 
required. On* problem vhioh confronta workers in the power systems field 
is that shunt louses txe often largely the result of ooroua effects, all 
of which are non-linear. It is conceivable that eotno taicceas might be 
aohievod la tho utaulatlon of corona tgrpo losses ueiag non*»linear shunt 
ywistors though littlo work has been reported in this area.
The present program b*e the facility to simulate series 
line resistance autGga&tically. Ttiis ie dona by the inclusion of lumped 
resistive eloaents at intervals along each line such that tho t-uia total 
of each resistor section equals the total line resistance. The idea is 
illustrated in fig. 4.10* The number of elamenta which are used corresponds 
to the number of sections into vkioh the line is divided as & consequence 
of the automatic sectioning procedure which vtll be discussed later.
Since, in ih* real network, traau£Qi»0ion line
resistance is a- distributod parameter, it would appear logical to assume
that the beat approximation for aeriec reaiotance vould bo to use as aany
resistor sections as posaible. Ih« vritnr'R experi^aioe, and ^at of
3fiother workers, notably Bowael , ha*, however, shows tSiat there i« very
little difference in the results obtained by using only a fov olerooats 
or by using very Gttoy. ladoad vork by Uoomel iivlicato*! that there was
^"'~a1i/e-l^
no significant vwriatioa ia the results for a ts^fttmeBt ovorvoltage 
between tfae oaao v^iero 3 resistor sections wore used and a second case 
vhere 300 such soetioas vor* iacluded. Similar observations have been 
reported by several vorker®, but, aa yet, no real explanation has boon 
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aehiered with a lexro number of sections though the overall effect 
of line reeti stance is often quite limited in practical examples*
Incorporation of series resistance element*
between two line sections can be accomplished readily as follows •• 
4*4*1
Consider a transmission line having a total
transit time of 3T. Thie i» subdivided into three equal sections 
each having a trauait time of T. The total line resistance is ft 
and this is simulated by the inclusion of two series elotwmta each 
having a value of a/2. This situation is shown in fig* 4*11* To 
asaiat ceejjmtatioti this circuit is oov -aodlfiol slightly tc that 
La fig* 4*12* Nodes b and c are now separated into throe parts 
identified by aup&raoripta as shown. 
The solution otju»l>ianB refreaeatiug line sections ab* and b"o* ai'»»-
ViM* " W,0*Z " Vb',1 * S»afrZ ••-•4« 1'
Ve»,0 * ^'b^.O* 2 * V.I * Vc«,1, Z ....4.20 
Hie currents through node b are obviously 
related
In addition wo have
V - Vb 'e .-. 4*22
How aineo i „.. » i v etc., cquetiaaa 4.19 ftad 4.20 laqy be modified ao ao
to reftdt*
V^V,0'a " \.1 * Vt,(2 *B,/4) ...4.23
Vc,0 *
Nodes b and o thua have their transmission 
connection surge iwpodaacea modified by a/4 er, in gouoml, by a 
factor B/(2(n-1) whore n is tho nuaber of teotion.-* into which the 
tin* is divided,
The general solution for the voltage at node k remains i-
as before. However if aodoa a through u are *r*«ieUv6>* - that ia are 
stellar in type to nodes b and o in the preeeedtog aaalyfiis, having 
•cries resistive elaaents incorporated into thorn, *p* in the last 
equation ie codified to»-
('N* is no* of lino sections) .... 4.24 
Tes«8 in 'P' vltioii correnpond to tike equatioas for lino sections betveea
resiative nodos and • normal 1 o&dea (vbci* a 'norssxl 1 Bode vonl^i possibly 
be a node eoxrespaadi&g to the imtitral end of a taraaaais-don lino), are 
slightly different. R^farring again to fig. 4.12 wo BOO that line section 
ab* is of title type* couo«cti«fi an it -Io>3? t*« iwrnoal no^o a to the 
resistive node b. In this ease the corresponding tosa in P would bet-
Bonification to surge isapedaaoo values to allow 
fer line reaiotoncc ia axtended to the computation of the self surge 
admitteuao of ®&Qh Ktocle «&ioh ia 'resiative' iu> character, tbua ve have 
for oornal
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«nd for 'resistive 1 nod«at«*
a
whovo
la practicot of course, the self surge admittance
of » resietivc node will hava two terras only in tho aeries, since suofa a 
nod* vill oonmUly bo ooacootcu ouly to tvo other aoden t forming *a it 
does «tt iatcnaodiato code along * transmission lino*
Modification of surgw impadancos ia the manner which
k»* Wen di*euaaod above ia oarried out e«Mapl«t»ly automatically by th« 
cowputor pregrac «.<* and iA«n required in any nettrork under aealyais.
4.5 $huut reactive
hay netvork analysis prograai such as &1JSAJN which 
claims to be g«n«ral in character must have the ability to handle 
reactive eleneat* - capacitors aed iuductoro. Consider, in the first 
in$tanoe f such el exeats connected in shunt at nodes as illustrated, ia
fig. 4.13 Hie analysis which follov« - together with sorae of that
39 
which has appeared earlier - has been published by the writer ia
abbreviated form, but is repeated here in wore do tail.
Consider a single inductor cou»e t@4 at node k.
Currents *re »w shewn in fig. 4.14 If the time varying currents through 
the inductor is '£', them-
V, * L.di .... 4.23
* m
wherei- i « - 1 .




Using finite differencea let j'-cit. Additional 1 
let J* equal the basic Bystem transit time (1 tifito unit). Ansraning 
that the voltage across the inductor variant linearly in th& interval 
froo tiiao 0 to time 1, them- 
Average voltage across inductor in the tine interval considered
• L
term L/(j'/2) ha* the dimansioas of 
l«t ?.1 « I*/(j*/2). Rearranging the last equation we havei-
I i^a. **»*




This is, of course the e uatioe of a straight lino OB th® voltage-current 
plane and this line is illustrated in fig* 4.15.
TrioagXes AiiC aad DCE are aiailaar, and thus the
slop* of line AC ia - 2.1. Eeno« thft line CB could have been constructed 
directly froei a Jsao*rlodg«j of thepositioa of V^ (). Such a construction 
la shovn ia fig. 4.16.
Mov consider the same &ysteta of linos terminated by 
a sibort-circuited transmission line of aurge impedance 21 and of transit
«K
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tine U'/2) (fig. 4.17). In thie case the graphical interpretation 
of the passage of observers on thin «yst«u vould be that shovn in 
fig. 4.18. Here characteristic (i) in that »een by an observer moving 
friw k to p during tin© 0 to j«/2 (0 to i), whilst (ii) represents the 
passage of au observer from p to k during the interval & to 1.
file equation of characteristic (ii) iei-
. 'I . ( n n )
1 ( £ *kj,0 £ \j,1)
( j-a j-» )••••
Equations 4.28 and 4.29 are identical, thus shoving that the inductor may 
be represented by a length of short-circuited transmission line vhose 
parameters aro related to its inductance.
4.5.1 Shunt
A similar analysis nay be performed for the ease 
of a capacitor connected in shunt at a node (fig. 4.13b). Since it 
follow a alfijost identical linen to the ease of the inductor, it will not 
be repeated here. It will suffice to say that the element is 
represented by an open circuited line of surge impedance i-c m (j'/2)/C, 
and of transit timo j'/2«
Series connected inductors nay also be represented 
by a length of trantanission line in & similar eawiaef to the ahuot 
connected eoraponont. Here, hovever, the line is not short— circuited, 
but is simply connected into the netvork so that the two enus of the 
line 'replace' the original inductor.
An advantage of this method of representing reactive 
elements is that they appear to the program to be merely additional 
transmission line®. This implies that ulto complicated terminating 
networks aaay b® readily stoulated. An exaraple is shovn i*a fig. 4.19 








4.5.2 Accuracy of repreaentation
This idea of representing a lunped reactive element
by • distributed constant transmission line necessarily entaila a degree 
of error. !b« error is inherrent in the assumption that, far example, 
the voltage across an inductor subject to a changing current variee 
linearly in a given time interval. Thia assumption would only be entirely 
true in Hie unlikely event of the current changing at a constant rate. An 
alternative* and in sane recpects a more meaningful way to view the 
approximation* is to appreciate that a looped element, defined as having 
aero transit time, is being represented by an element vhose transit time 
is finite.
Obviously the smaller j 1 its made, then the lover is
the error content of the result. It is convenient in the program to make 
j'/2 equal to one time unit thus the actual value assigned to the interval 
in question is very largely dependent on the topology of the network under 
examination and the mazier in vhich the program handles it. ^uaatising
the error in absolute terms ie thus difficult in general and not
38 particularly meaningful. Donaael ha« reported that this technique
of stub line approximation is less accurate than an alternative which 
he proposes, that of using trapezoidal integration. This is apparently 
especially true if more exotic processes such as Biehardson extrapolation 
are used.
The simplicity of stub approximation, and the
flexibility vhleh this technique offers more tJbaa offset any advantages 
to be gained by alternative techniques. Certainly tho computer storage 
requirement aad program execution time IMP© less vher© this *itub 
representation rootbou is
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Experienee reaains one of the best tools to deteraine
whether or not the error produced in a result ia exceet»ive. In general, 
results show that satisfactory accuracy i« achieved if the transit tine 
of the shortest transmission line in the network exceeds the transit time 
of the line used to represent tho reactive element by a factor of at 
least 4 or 5.
4*6 Series
The prograa IB capable of handling a number of seriee
elements connected between sections of transalaalon line, or, nore generally 
connected between nodes to which ambers of lines are connected ac ahovn ia 
fi$. 4*21. In particular the basic program hae facilities for handling 
aerie* linear resistors, aeries capacitors and sets of series connected
inductors with mutual coupling. the analysis for each of these elements
for the 
is basically the aeaac and so only that/series capacitor vill be considered
in any detail. It vill be recalled that aeries inductors may be represented 
sietply by 'equivalent* transmission lines as described earlier.
Consider a capacitor (0), connected between tvo nodes 
a and b. Those nodos are, in turn, connected to nodes v, x, y and a 
via surge io^edonoes of Z , A etc. as shovn in fig. 4.22.
Tho transit times of all the lines connected to the 
capacitor equal one tioe unit.
Across the capacitor ab we havet-
i m C.dvt/dt .... 4.30
Using finite differences and assuming the voltage across G to change 




Aiso ve have for tho currants at bi»
*
where current subscripts have their usual significance.
The normal equations of the graphical method apply 
to observers on tho transmission linen. Hence ve have, for oxample, for
line v«i-
V + i £ • Y 1 '' a,1 aw,1* aw v,0 va,0*"av
Similar equations exist for the other lines. Equation 4.31 may be re­ 
arranged ani»
V ^JSJ ^~m <j I /*Ti^*) 4 ^M V ^F -•- / J A y*^f \ 4 jtf 114Vy ***m 1 / AM J • A * IB V **» 4^ ft. 1 * -^* - J ̂  1 & * A A 4 A J 34 %* 4 W * ^^» / • ̂ ^ *t ^^ ^ /\ u, /"I ^ * W f ™^* * 9 •* /*\ • • * • ^ • ̂  ̂
and equation 4.32 bec«aesi»
Equations 4.33 and 4*34 may be combined with the equations for the 
on the transaissloai linee in matrix form BB»-












TIio terras ¥.., XQ etc. are as defined previously vheret-
^ O .z^ etc.
The coefficient matrix nay be pre~cotaputed, and its
inverse formed and stored since it does not contain time dependent terms. 
Such a computation can, hovcver, only be made after oil line sectioning 
has taken place so that the time increment (j 1 ) corresponding to the 
standard ii®0 between nodes, has been established.
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HM «i»e of the coefficient matrix in equation 4*35
will, of course, depend on the number of linos connected to the capacitor*
it 
In general/will be square and of order (n+2), where n is the number of
such lines. Though there is tbeorotically no liait to tho number of 
connection*; which could be made to the capacitor nodes, it has been found 
n*e*»sary in tho versions of 818AN implemented thus far to restrict the 
amber to 4 in the intoreetta of core storage economy.
Other series elements are handled in a similar manner 
except that tho equations corresponding to equation 4*3? appear uomevhat 
altered. An exatspie vould be tho case of coupled colls vhich is illustrated 
in fig. 4*23* Here two coil a having self inductances of La and Lb are 
coupled together via a mutual inductance M as •shown. The coupling 
coefficient. K, is given as usual byi-
K • M/La.Lb)*
Tho equations for solution become t-
Z^a ooo/o
0 2^ o o i o
0 o Zyh o 0 I
I
0 0 0 Z zfe o 1
- Lf. -£ -3 -r * <|
. /
/V] _ M - ̂ k " J^ 6? "C' j












and the solution is effected by inversion of the coefficient matrix 
as in tho previous case.
A further significant item which has yet to be 
considered is the question of mutual coupling between transmission lino a;.
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Sine* this is an important and to some extent independent aspect 
of the work, it will b© treated in a separate later chapter*
fhe following chapter is eoneoraod vith aoate 




It is probably true to s*y that u complex
has much in common vith u llter&ry work, or even with « musical 
composition. i ^rogramer develops *>, certain 'style* of his ovn which 
becomes easily recognisable. In consequence of this ft.ct 'routine' 
operations - sorting, matrix manipulation etc. - will be J and led in 
different vays by different vorkers.
Only in the ease of the simplest r/rogrvms is there 
real ^drsntuge in describing the program logic ^nd operation •statement, by 
statement'. By the sane token very detailed flovchtirts, though valuable 
to those ^>o h«ve to service on<l possibly modify tise program* mty only 
confuse if they are presented ns a means of describing the progrtun functions. 
It is often as informative to 'rewd' the source progrt,fis directly r^-.tber tb«« 
to attempt to follov f love hurts and sitailto- 'hies'.
In the present case, therefor*1 , the overs.ll structure of
the routine will be described with sjteeiel e«;}>h&sis OK soce of fcl;os*! features 
•which are of particular interest. 4 couplet*? listing of ti»o vhule nrogrtta 
together vith some of the «ui>i>@rting sof tvare is provided, in •'sypfifwlix 1 .
the routine is written in Fortran IV «jad hum be 'U
implemented on un IBf4 1130 computer vhose configuration ineludos c«,rd re«<)er/ 
punch, line printer &ud disc stores. Since tl\e machine used jud o«ly l«K 
words of fast stort (16 bit vords), the prograie vus necessarily highly 
8e@Ment©d ccusisting of a otoin calling routine and u l.*r£<? nmabpr of 
subroutines. During execution the majority of these subroutines ^ 
maintained in disc vorking storage, only being loaded iato f . si 
and overlfe«yi»(| existing subroutines - *hen retjuired. isy careful design of
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th« •ttbroutinos it is possible to Minimise the adverse effect on execution 
time vhich this type of technique necessarily produce*. Further information
on the coevwter i*nd th<? rtonJtor system under vhich SU£Ufr operates is given
40 in the Gttinufuc buyer's *ublieations . It h&s already b««n mentioned that
an early version of SUSAN is resident in tb« Institution of lectrical 
Engineers computer prograra library and t» such is availnble for general use 
on payment of a bundling charge. At least on« attempt is currently being 
made to implement the routine on an I.C.L. 1905A machine (University of 
London computer centre).
Certain of the features of SUSAJN are best illustrated 
using exanples as follows t-
5.2. flatfe.. Input
The duta input routines have been designed to raoke the
progrctffl as Pi-ay ~» possible to usn. Simplicity of operation has been equated 
to & mininura of dat<i preparation on the purt of the u»er. It is merely 
neceaaary o&ly to number tiie nodes in the uetvork anA to supply information 
on tLe elements connected ;tt these nodes and on the nature of the trtms&isRio 
lines of other elements joining tLem. Consider the hy^otbetical netvork 
sbovD in fig. 5.1. Ihis ht,-,s beon devised to include & vtJ-iety of circuit 
elements iowi confifmrutioas. Table 3.i pives the* complete set of datit 
necessary to describe this network to SUSAi^i. llte nodes in fig. 5.1. bare 
Qlratidy been aucibwred fro»u 1 to r» ci«d this numbering m»*y be done in any order 
but it must be continuous - i.e. there- Riust be no missing nodes. The final 
network, i,s processed by the computer, will have tneny wore nodes than five 
since it vill be necessary to subdivide each of the transmission lines in 
order to satisfy the requirement that there asust be HA <squi*l transit time 
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Cosament ILLUS'I.tAim' OF DATA INPUT
foliage multiplier 1.000
Time multiplier O.OO1
Output node number a 12345
Sectioning tolerance (per-cent) 001
Study duration (microsec* / time multiplier) 200
Mode





















































































Oatw is arranged in four basic classification*. 
Deferring to tuble 5,1 we huvei-
5.2.1 General data
This consists of a reference number, date und 
comment for run identification. The use of u voltage multiplier allows the 
program to handle very large and very small vulues equally veil. Voltages 
are expressed in volts x voltage smiltiplier. Tines are expressed in 
microseconds x time multiplier and this time multiplier is selected bearing 
in raind the order of magnitude of tiae in a particular problem. In the 
present e&se time is described in microseconds x 0.001 » nanoseconds.
The output node numbers, as their name implies, ore the
numbers of the nodes at which the transient is to be monitored. U(f to eight 
such nodes may be specified in any particular run.
The next item of data presented to the program is the
sectioning tolerunce. Ibis requires some explanation. In most practical 
networks hurtled by SW3AN, the highest coaation factor of all the transmission 
line trwnsit tiraes is likely to b* very small. An attempt by the program to 
insert the correct member of additional nodes sj»d connections to produce an 
inter-node transit tiiac equal to this highest, common factor will often fuil 
due to l&ck of sufficient storrige area.. In Ibis event the program will 
auotffl&ticuliy modify the network, incre*iSing the lengths of some1 lines, 
shortening oti era. The sectioning tolerance is & measure of the ujaount of 
length chstnge (in i^r-cent of the original length) wfcich the user is prepared 
to tolerate.
In the event that SU3.A$ is unable to section vitnin the
usep-speeifiefl telerwnce, it will incr«»tse this tolertince sdad try again until 
the best possible seetitmi&g performunc®, bearing in tsdnd the core store 
available, hu» been
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5.2.2 Ho*ie 0 ta
Each node in the original network is identified by a
number and, optionally, by a name. Each is designated by tho user as being 
of a specific type, each type baring a different code number. This 
classification is determined by the nature of the elements connected to the 
node so that, for example, a simple node having only transmission lines 
connected to it vould be type *1'. A full list of node types is given in 
Appendix 2.
The parameter values associated vith the node ('A* through 
•F* in table 5.1 ) have different interpretations depending on the node code. 
Taking node 01 as &n example, reference to fig. 5.1 shows that this has a 
sinusoidal source, capacitor end transmission lines connected to it. The lines 
and capacitor are handled under the headings 'connection data* and 'shunt 
reactor date* csnd the parameter values here thus refer to the source itself.
Thus the 'A* parameter represents, in this cose, u code
implying? that the forcing function is sinttioid&l, B represents the peak volt&ge 
(10 volts), C is tLe frequency (hundred of Hz.), B is the initial phase angle 
of the source at time zero (75 degrees) and ii is the source impedance 
(hundreds of ohms).
the possibility of specifying starting voltages other than 
zero is cater«3 for by the 'initial volts' coluran in the node d&ta. In the 
present case all th© 'initial voltages' are zero implying no stored energy in 
the netvork before tioso zero,
5.2.3 ooonection U
Connections betveen nodes «re sade mninly by transmission 
lines. It is only necessary to specify tho lin* surge impedance ̂ resistance,
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lengtb and velocity factor (as a percentage of the velocity of light), 
together with information on the node* which the line connects.
The value assigned to the line resistance h&s to be 
something of c compromise, it high frequencies skin effect may become 
significant and thus the value chosen will usually he somewhat in excess of 
the simple direct current resistance of the connection. In practice the 
effect on line resistance on network transients is often marginal and thus a 
certain degree of latitude is allowable in the choice of resistance values.
Series inductors are denoted by an entry iu a special
eolvjsn of the data. In our exaople such en inductor is connected between 
nodes 02 sind U4 and the relevant entry is given in table 5.1. Series resistors 
and other components are treated &s exoaples of special nodes and the way in 
which these are handled is evident from Appendix 2.
3.2.3 Shunt Reactor. .P».t»
Shunt reactors are taken as a generic term for capacitors
and inductors connected in shunt at any node in the network. n«mdiing these 
separately from the node or connection data Bakes for considerable flexibility 
in the variety and complexity of the networks which can be analysed by the 
system* Any combination of capacitor or inductor or both together ta^y be 
specified ea connected at any node, fhese reactive elements will be 
subsequently replaced by short lengths of open or short circuited transmission 
line of appropriate surge impedance in the manner described in u proceeding 
chapter. In the exaaple which we are using there tire no shunt inductors but 
four shunt capacitors have been included. The ability to simulate such 
capacitors is a valuable one since it means thut, for example, circuit stray 
capacitances and the like may be readily handled.
The remainder of the data ia concerned with timed node 
modifications of which there ere none in this instance?. The facility exists to
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modify the entry for any node at any >>re-selected time after tiro* zero. 
Furthermore any number of such modifications c*tn be made either at the 
time or at intervals throughout the run. One of the more important uses of 
this facility is to siraulete non-standard forcing function* - the generation 
of a pulse tr&in would be an example.
5«3 System Messages
SUSAN produces a variety of coded messages for the benefit
of the user during the course of a run. The complete set of messages is listed 
in Appendix 3 and a large number of these are concerned with reporting on the 
results of the many error detection tests vhich are performed on the input date.
Generally messages are of three types. One set gives 
information on logical decisions token by the routine or requests operator
intervention. Another set gives the results of error detection tests where
h 
•fatal* errors — those which prohibit further program execution - have been
detected. An example might be the detection of & connection made to a node 
vhicb has not been specified as being a part of the network. The third set 
reports on • possible* d*ta erro/s - situations wh«re the input data appears to 
be nmisut 1 but not capable of misinterpretation*
Messages appear either on the output lineprinter or on the 
euickins operators* console typewriter if intended for hiss. A certain amount 
of operator intervention, involving setting console prograa switches etc. is 
sometimes required. Tbe great flexibility of the output arrangements 
necessitate this intervention - indeed the program can be made to operate 
almost in an ^interactive* mode vith the user if necessary. On the other hand 
it may b© arpued that operator intervention should be avoided - especially if 
the routine is being used in the absence of the user. In such cases provision 
is made for the program to be run with 'standard* or •dof&ult* options, thus 
eliminating the necessity for any intervention.
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5.4 UuUut P^
As a general rule trttnsients seem to be most easily
interpreted if presented in a graphical form. Usually programs such as this 
produce output in the fora of a list of voltages against time for a number 
of equally spaced times throughout the run. Th« preparation of a grayh is 
then e. manual process. Automatic graph plotters can, of course, be used if 
the computer happens to be equipped with this type of equipment.
SUSAN provides an extremely flexible output system vhich 
is capable of providing output in any oa« of four different vuys or as a 
combination of these if required. It offers the choice of t-
i. Output in the form of a list as described above.
ii. A 'graphical' output where the lineprinter is used <*• a fora of graph 
plotter* An udded feature in this case is that these graphs raey be
•compressed* in the sense that only those sections in which there is 
«» variation in voltage are printed.
iii. Output to disc file and subsequently to card output.
iv« True graphical output. The machine used for the studies (I.3.M. 1130)
•V3& not equipped vith a graph plotter of the conventional kind. It has, 
however, t*a interface to u Sol&rtron HS7 mxtnlog machine equipped vith 
digital to ^odglg converters. I1 tit previously stored on disc files 
(output iii ;j,bove) cijci be converted to graphical form using a stuAdard 
JU-T plotter t*B the output device. A program for performing this function 
a part of the 8PS/\K system.
of each of these foms of output are given in the 
following chapter which is coneerned with applications of the system.
5.5 Line a
Tho necessity to divide trjuuwnission lines into a number of 
sections has already been mentioned on several occ;,%sions. In i»ost practical 
eases this operation cannot be done exactly unions u great deal of fast storage 




The program a* implemented on the I.B.M. 1130 computer 
aceonodate up to 100 nodes of all types. This number is a function 
only of the amount of starage available in the BWchine and does not represent 
a limitation on the program. Pip. 5.2 sbovs, in simplified foria, the logic 
necessary to perform the line sectioning operation. Basically the procedure 
is & trial t>ad error one. living evaluated the transit times of all the 
transmission lines in the network - from considerations of their lengths and 
velocity factors * the smallest of these is selected,
This is then divided into each of the other transit times 
in turn c*nd the result separated into aa integer and a decimal part. The 
decifflfJL part is discorded and thus the line in Question is effectively 
'shortened* by that uctount. This operation represents an error and this error 
is quantified by expressing the deci$ot»l part as a percentage of the original 
line transit tinse. If the resulting percentage is greater than the user- 
specified 'sectioning tolerance* - typically 1^ - then the operation is deemed 
to have been & failure. The smallest transit time is then reduced and the 
process repeated until all of the errors are within the specified tolerance.
It may veil prove necessary for the routine to introduce
more then the maximum number of 100 nod as permitted into the network to meet 
the tolerance criterion. Tbis la obviously not possible and in such an event 
the routine will autos&ticully reduce the sectioning tolerance and try again. 
It is then necessary for the user to decide whether the resulting computation 
is sufficiently accurate for Ms purposes.
In some networks the differential between the smallest and 
largest transit times Ek«y b© very great. An exurapl© might be u circuit 
consisting of long power transmission lines together with very short lengths of 
cable Introduced here «nd there. In such e. case there is a danger that the 




Dulect Fincllr.at transit 
tlms, (tu)
Computo tj/t ond ocpa^cto integer onci 
decimal parts of reuult
JL.
Store integer part (Ij) end check if
decimal part, expreotod and e percent I outbids
-ege of tj excopne sectioning tolerance] tolcronce
j IncraoEd E->ullaet 
I tteneii tirr.t- (ie) 
by ]Q/*
Check if corn of ell Ij * K is greater 
tSen node limit
nurafears to rieialy introduced 
nodes
Compute tiata for eurge impadance) 
raodificttion to nlloii for line
reaiptrncc
the introduction of too many Bodes into the network. Mere again the program 
exhibits an ttutouiatic response and it vlll increase the length of the shortest 
line by a fixed pore outage and attempt the entire procedure again*
The SUSAN system has now been used on a very vide variety
of networks and in almost every case the sectioning routine has been able to 
produce adequate results. Though not usually necessary it may be helpful to 
the user to have available a 'picture* of the network after sectioning and 
after the newly introduced nodes have been uuraberod. The progr&a has this 
facility if required.
5.6 Yopoloflical icepresentation
The speed of execution of programs such as this is very
largely dependent on tha ease with which the nodes connected to & particular 
node Can be identified. The co&putation of voltage tit tiny node requires two 
basic sots of iitforaation. Firstly the voltages &t each of the nodes to which 
the node in question is i&aedi&toly connected wuat bo kaown oae time unit in 
the past, <uad secondly th® routine must know the surge impedances of e^ch of 
the connecting tra&smisaion lines together vitfc any taMitiou&l data vhieh 
night be required - surge impbd«iice modifica,tiob inforcaution to allov for line 
rpaisttuoce, nodo type data etc.
Hie siinpltat method of ap^roacli is to use u square atatrix 
whose order corresponds to the number of nodes in the network. The 
intersection of a row and colunm whoso coordinates correspond to two of the 
network nodes may then represent the parametera of the connection joining them.
Though simple this technique is extremely wasteful of
storage area sine* the cor© siac required increases as the square of the number 
of network nodes. It do^s, of course, provide the facility of being «bio to 
specify connections between etiCh node and every other (e.g. 100 connections ia 
the etia© of a network with 1t> nodes), though tJiis advantage has little
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practieal value.
A rather more practical and economical system IB used in
the program. This pl&ces a restriction on the number of lines which c«n be 
accoraodated in t*ny netvorh - typically slightly more than the total maximum 
numbor of nodes - and as a result great savings in core requirements are 
effected whilst retaining the necessary speed of identification.
The system employed is illustrated in fig. 3.3. A 'double 
addressing* process is utilised, the heart of which is a 'line connection 1 
(LINCO) table. This is a single column vector having twice as rasny entries as 
ere lines within tbe network (after line sectioning). Pig. 5.3 shows the 
relevant entries for node 17 of a hypothetical network. This node is connected to 
nodes 1, 2, 16, 33 and 19* via lines(7 /, (16), (4), (3) and(l8) as shown. 
It should be noted that the line numbers ure assigned automatically by the 
routine and remain unknown to the user.
Mode 17 data eontpins two entries relevant to its position 
within the network. The first of these (30 in fig. 5.3) is & pointer tc a» 
address in LINCO. whilst th® second is a count, ffee ectoal LINGO entries 
tbemsslves are line nutsbers and thus the pointer directs the routine's 
attention to entry 30 in LIMCO which is the number of the first line ((3)) 
connected to the node. The count of 5 implies that the remaining line uumbors - 
of vhich there are 4 - m\y be identified by the next 4 entries in LINOO 
(entries 31 to 34 resj^clively). !Laving thus identified the lines connected to 
the node in question, the numbers of the nodes at the remote ends of these 
lines are detenoined by reference to the line data itself. Reference to fig. 
5.3. shovs part of the da,ta for line 18 which consists of tho numbers of the 
two terminating nodes.
This technique has been successfully use! by the writer for 
ether programs where this towologicai problem exists - typically power system
Entry no. 'LINCD' Entry
connection nodes
Toti! p'.'mboL of 'LIlvuO' entries = 2 t numbisr of lines included 
in netv.'ork
(7) e line number (assigned by program) 
33 E node nunioor (easignod by user)
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load flows and similar types of computation. It b*iS proved to be both simple 
and effective and relatively fast since only «. small amount of arithmetic hes 
to be performed*
5.7 *Paat History* Analysis
This process effectively increases the speed of operation
of the program by a considerable amount. In fact, depending on the nature of 
the circuit under investigation, the use of p«st history analysis has resulted 
in execution times being at least halved and to some CUSPS reduced by factors 
of three or four.
The idea behind the technique is a simple one. Instead of
simply computing the voltage and currents *t each node for every time increment 
in the normal vuy, use is made of the fact that the electrical conditions at 
many nodes within any network - especially thos« contained a,s additional nodes 
within long transmission lines* - will only alto- infrequently as voltage oad 
current v&ves p«ss through theca. This is especially tm« if the system is 
subject to step function excitation.
Two values of each voltage and currant throughout the
network are in storage at tuny one tiiae. At the end of u scan thvough the 
complete set of nodes information is available on the voltages and currents at 
the present time, together with similar infonaation one time unit in the past. 
In the normal vay the 'old 1 historical information is discarded cuid the nevly 
computed data becoaes historical date for the next p«*89. In the ease vh^re 
'past history analysis 1 is b*in^ employed a comparison is made betwe«a every 
•old* item of data and every corresponding •nw l it*m» i simple matrix 
containing only 0 oad I terms is used to register coincidence OT difference?.
During the folloviug puss tl*e uuu^s comiociuil to @acii node 
under exafflination are identified in tho normal vay, A check on -the •coincidonco*
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natrix then rapidly determines whether or not the voltages and current* at 
each off those nodes changed during the time interval prior to the current 
one. If the results of this series of touts indicate that the conditions 
»i ell relevant points surrounding the node being considered were the sane at 
the commencement of the current time interval as they were one time unit before, 
then it follovs that the n&w values of voltage and current do not* in fact, need 
to be calculated since they will be identical to those already in storage. In 
physical terras this n«an* that no waves have reached the node during the time of 
interest.
Waturelly the additional complexity of moki&£ these
coincidence tests results in en increase in execution time. There is @l«o some 
penalty incurred in respect of the amount of core storage required to ftcec«K5diite 
the routine. In practice, however, the savings in time which are obtained by 
being able to siarply copy some results rather than b&ve to cosnputc them store 
than offset the increases and the nett result is u considerable improvement in 
operating efficiency, the core storage penalty is not excessive, amounting to 
only approximately {2.1 •*• ») vorda of fast store vhere •I 1 is the number of 
line sections used sad n is the rnvabe? of network nodes.
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6. SAMPLE! 3TOPIE9
6.1 Choice of examples
The program it* intended to be useful in u wide range of 
arete within the whole eleotrieul engineering field. This intention is 
reflected in the general fora of the input «nd output arrangflments which were 
described in the previous chap tor •
The examples chosen to illustrate the operation of t'&e
routine are therefore taken frots a variety of fields. Some are hypothetical 
ia nature and are primarily designed to illustrate particular program features, 
whilst others relate store closely to practical transient problems. In order to 
validate the results produced by SUSAM a considerable amount of laboratory voyk 
has been carried out using time domain reflectoruetcr equipment and the 
between laboratory f*ad co»p«t$d results so obtained is
A final example, not included in this chapter, illustrates 
the Capability of the program to handle networks in vhich there is omtuul 
interaction between tronc<Bission lines or between phases of a tmiltipbLtse line. 
This hti« been included in the fol loving chapter vhare the sfcole question of 
mutual line coupling is considered in more detail.
6.2 The ._* Jfaa. lat* exuagtle
fbe netvork shown in fig. 5.1 has already been used to
illustrate the form of the data input to the program* A logicrJL conclusion 
to this is example is thus to run the data (as given in tuble 5.O und note 
the results wiiicb a.re produced. iJuch an exefflple &s this also affords a useful 
opportunity to study the vurioua forms of output which are available.
Fig. 6.1 is e reproduction of the initial out^mt produced
at the eoffla®ne«*me»t of the run. This is basically an echo check of the input 
data together with a series of messages giving diagnostic and other
SURGE SYSTEM^AfMLYSIS PROGRAM 
(SUSAN - 1)
REFERENCE NUMBER IS 109
COMMENT - ILLUSTRATION OF DATA INPUT
VOLTAGES ARC IN VOLTS » 
TIME IS IN MICROSECS X
1.000
0.001




































































OF 0.000050 HENRIES 
7.1 60.0
MESSAGE (CODE=SI1I - NO DETECTABLE ERRORS IN CONNEC Tl "-J DATA 





MESSAGE (CnOE=S26) - END OF SHUNT REACTOR DATA
MESSAGE (CODE»S29) - NO TIMED NODE H"0IF 1CATIONS REQUESTED
MESSAGE (CODE=S20) - SPECIFIED SECTIONING TOLERANCE IS 1 PER-CENT
MESSAGE (CODE=S13) - 58 ADDITIONAL NODES ADDED FOLLOWING SECTIONING
MESSAGE (CODE«S1«) - SECTIONING TnLc."A\'CE INCREASED TO 2 FER-CENT
MESSAGE (CODE=S15) - STUDY DURATION IS 0.199 HICRTSECS
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Messoges S10 and 311 shovn on the output indicate that the
routine detected no anomalies In tho input data. Although the user specified 
sectioning tolerance was 1«-i, message 814 indicates that the program WHS 
forced - «• remit of lack of fast store capacity - to increase this tolerance 
to 2?i» 58 additional nodes, excluding those used to represent the shunt 
capacitors in the network, vere added following the sectioning operation*
In soae cases it stay be desirable to monitor the network
topology following lin* sectioning. Pig. t,.2 shows u portion of the listing 
which is produced following such a, request. Ibis indicates exactly which 
nodes are connected to each other and elso distinguishes between 'original* 
nodes and th^ 'additional* nodes added automatically by the program. This 
facility is primarily intended for uso in those cases where a drastic increase 
in sectioning tolerance has to be made, so much so that the physical 
differences between the circuit actually computed und the circuit a» initially 
specified may have become considerable*
The problem specification required that all voltages at
nodes 1 through 5 should be monitored. A m&Kisnam of eight such voltages may be 
noted during any single run. Fig. 6.3 shows these voltages listed as functions 
against time. This represents the most ' «onv@ationol ' of the output forms 
available though experience has shown that the other 'graphical' outyut forms 
provide mara acceptable find useful alternatives.
An example of the graphical output in which the line printer 
is used as the graph plotter is shown in fig. 6.4. 'iosults are quantised into 
one of one hundred levels, eech level being represented by a single printer 
position. A founding up aad down facility is incorporated into the routine 
which performs this quantising operation. The limits of taaxiraura .-uid dinioun 
voltag* cast either be specified by th© user - via the console- keyboard - or ihe 
routifl® may o® used in its 'aato-sculing' ^od«. Here a search of the entire
CONNECTION DAlA AFTK SECTIONING
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•et of the result* for a given node is ne.de prior to conmeneing the plotting 
operation. The largest und smallest results so obtained set the high and lov 
linlts for the voltage axis. E«>eh interval of time is represented by a 
prisvUr line spacing and tlie actual values of voltage and tin>« are printed to 
the left of tho graph for refer once.
A further degree of sophistication is provided by the
•graph truncation* entice nsod with the line printer graphical output. I» 
some instuaee* the volt*#« at particular nodes may remain constant for long 
periods of timo. This is especially true where the network contains long 
transmission lines and step excitation is being employed. la such u case the 
line printer graphs produced may be physically very long and inconvenient. 
Using * graph truncation* sections of the graph in which there is no change in 
voltfkjre level ere automatically omitted end consequently the time axis becomes 
now-linear. This fact implies that a certain amount of core has to be 
•xcer«i0«d in interpreting the resulting graphs.
Selection e£ output options etc. is carried cut using 
input switches in response to requests oade from time to time on the console 
typewriter* In a sens*? the progrwa aey thus be operated in tua 'interactive* 
node with the user end a sample of a typical console log following & run is 
shown ia fig. b«5« A» has already b«ea &<mtioaed in ths previous chapter the 
program oay be run with *dofault* options thus obviating the need for usor 
intervention during a run. Default options include the provision of printer 
graphical output and graph truncation.
Pig. 6.6 illustrates the alternative form of graphical
output available with the SUSAN system. Here the computed values of voltage at 
each interval of time aad at each node under consideration are stored on a disc 
file at the teraiaatioo of the ran. Plotting of the output graphs is then 




J»EF. NO. IS 109 DATE 17/ 8/ 71
MESSAGE (CODE-516) - SWITCH 1 CN FOR SECTION ?U." - PUSH S
TART 
) ">
'''MESSAGE (COD£-S17) - SWITCH 6 ON IF NEW RUN FOLLOWS THIS 
' .. , PUSH START
20 _
' ^MESSAGE (CODE-522.1 - SWITCH i OH For, GRAPHICAL OUTfUT, 
OFF FOR NUMERICAL OUTPUT 
PUSH ^TAPT
_
MESSAGE (CODE-525) - GRAPHICAL OUTPUT REQUESTED





3: HES3AGE (CODE-527) - SWI TCH It ON FOR GRAPH TRUNCATION
PUSH START 
1 -'<•
MESSAGE (CODE-527) - SWITCH li ON FOR GRAPH TRUNCATION
PUSH START 
1
"MESSAGE (COOt-527) - SWITCH l< ON FOR GRAPH TRUNCATION
PUSH START 
) "
V.FSSAn E (CODE-Si7) - SWITCH b ON FOR GRAPH TRUNCATION 
t: - PUr'l START 
)
J HESSAQE (CODE-527) - SWITCH li CN FOR GRAPH TRUNCATION
PUSH STAR'i 
) •'"
MESSAGE (COOE-S31) - SWITCH 7 ON IF RESULTS TO BE STORED I
N DATA BANK 
'".' PUSH START 
)
MESSAGE (CODE-552) - TYPE RESU L T NODE "'IMBER (XXX) AND FILE
 NUMBER (YYY) 
) "FORMAT IS JUXYYY (XXX - Q It ALL DATA STORED)
E-- 
) << 1
MMESSAG£ (CODE-SJli) - MODE li RESULTS STORED IN FILE SP
 1
) M "
MESSAGE (CODE-552) - TYPE RESULT NODE NUMBER (XXX) ArlD FIL
E NUMBER (YYY) 
"tOMAT IS XJCXYYY (XXX • 0 IF ALL P^TA STORED;








combination of t 130 digitel and Soiartron HS7 anulog computers.
flM two computers arc interfaced via mi interface unit 
containing onlog/digital, digital/analog and control hardware. In tfee p 
application only the digital/analog converter* are required, Uesults from 
disc file are quantised to one of 2048 level* and plotted using a conventional 
JMT flatbed plotter. Unlike Mie ffrupbs produced by the lineprintcr, vbese 
are not plotted 'point by point* but ure druvn aa continuous linos. The 
plotting routine thus incorporate* facilities for estimating the coordinates 
of intermediate points between those avail&ble from disc resulting in the 
production of u fairly swooth curve passing through all of the computed points. 
An additional facility permits graphs to be drawn in 'histograia' form - 
especially useful vhen simple systems with step excitation ore being studied 
since the resulting transients often have u stepped fora.
The program for this plotting operation is listed in
Appendix 1. It nay be mentioned that it has also found some use for plotting 
statistical end other di>ta for tbe writer's colleagues in Edition to its yrirnary 
role as a, p«rt of the SUSah ayste&u
6.2.1 Ling loascs
It was mentioned iti an earlie? chapter th^t lin« rosistaic© 
effects have only liaitetl influence to the fora of rrjost trsansisBt responses. 
In geaerol they aff*ct surge voltage aaiclitud&s rather thin the shape of feo 
trcinsi9»t rftsponse, th* present exftopla provides an opportimity to oxaoine 
the effsct of line rosifttaase in » practical cese. Pig. 6.7 sho-ws e comparison 
betve«i iraaeieats aBt-Aitored. at the same point in our tent network. In one 
ease the line resistances, as detailed in the network data of teble 5.1 have 





Figure* for the time required to execute a run with thi»
program *re possibly not so significant as might fee the cane with anny otiber 
programs. iiuns using the SUSAN system vary from & few seconds to soiae hour* 
depending almost entirely on the nature of the network being investigated as 
veil as on other obvious factors such as the nuuber of results required. The 
processing luutiaes for most of the 'special 1 nod& typfes - voltage sources, 
coupled coils, series capacitors etc. - are held on disc file to economise on 
core storage sad are only entered into the fast store when culled by the 
controlling routine. Hence a netvork vbich contains a number of these special 
nodes vill require 41 Itr^e autaber of disc to core transfers during the 
execution phase t all of which serve to prolong the execution tirae.
However the timing figures for the example just illustrated 
are presented below as an indication of typical values.
(core ioaxl 
subroutine locution otc.) - 3.5 minutes
ii input and checking phase 
(including lin* seetio&ing) 0.8 minutee
pha** - 3.0
Output phase (pri»tesr •g»aphic«a l output) » JJ&S.
ljjj.1 minutes
The aystora hi^a the facility to carry out a numb&r of runs oa 
different input data one after the other without the necessity for the pre- 
dxeeution jtfutee fco be run before each one. It must, of course, be executed 
priai? to the first run in *»iy groun. If the uisjple nmsericAl output option had 
been selected, the output dia»« *,ould only have required soaa 30 seconds.
Hie »ctual computing time (dut& input phase and pre- 
execution |Aase) ei" >.i minutes would probably trausforia to under one minutes
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if c, faster machine - e.g. & machine of the sice of, may, I.B.M. 360/40 or 
I.C.L. 1903 - Mete to bo used.
6.3 Kjf> of
Virt.itu.Iiy the only way of validating a. progrun of tbia
type is by direct coa^a-ison between computed aja& eapcriaontal result e. Soiae 
years ago tliia vould Ji&re jwtwod to be vary difficult in view of the aRtoll 
transit times and extrecr.fcly fact ricttimea required from the Bseaanring 
equipment. The advent of th* ssunplicg oecilloaccpc and of the atill oor« 
aophiaticated time domeio refl«cto&eter aow raalt.e traaeient iaea»ur(jr*iata oa 
practicably aixed laboratory mcd«l» relatively atraightforvard. Published 
work oa the time domain rcflecioraeter gives addifeion&l information on this
^ 1type of equipment ' ..
A atssber of iebcratory aod.sls \>vrf constructed
coitisicd fox tht iBcst p&rt ol ieagtha of t*cOist,is«ioii liat uhos* 
could be deifr-iiined witi rat.*t»net/lt- accuracy. Additioa^l coBj^oiie 
iati'od«ced &a acceaestn-y to aa&ble aicst af the progrtua fu&etiona to bo tested. 
Line luoglha vere at most only abottt ten metres vith eorrKSporiciiag transit tiaes 
of ftrousd >0 Xisnosecoad*. ^^ major problem at these very high frequencies is 
the difficultly cf tanlcin^, aayr a purely resistive tenoination to a line. Lead 
ind«ct:ine«9 «4»d str&y es|/acJtaRc»» can istro<t«ce conaider-^ble distortions in 
the expected transients.
In ell eetses geod a,?r««ffleat wsa yeaahed between tae
exparissaatal and coapttted wdvefojnas. Aa example cf one of t&ose tests - 
designed to validate ihe routines involved in Jiaudliag coupled coils - is ahovn 
in fig. (i.8. The lovor portion of this figure illustrates tho nctvork which 
was UB'Hl, siiaply two lengths of tran«ni«8iori line (co-nxia.! coble) together vith 





























goort eorraliiiioo tfiiicu van obtained. Tha *pproAlca&Uoa iaiietcat in 
enlt!ult:tiou procedure for the coupled coil* has aot nigaificaatly distorted 
the results*
In ordtti to investigate the oerfcraeoce of th» program la 
e«ee>8 vher* mutual coupling exirt« botwcon line conductor*, aii &ir*ineulated 
ffiodol cai!ti~eoftduetor line v&o coastris tod. Vwk vitL this lino will he 
described in tb? f«ll«?vlng ch«f4«r*
la t-be design of high «pfl«d pnino a»4 logic circuitry, it
is oftoa necessary to take account of tho fiaita propac^tion AolcTB protluesd 
by even abort lsngt>h» of tr»nsials»ioD line ccnosntirv? netvedc oltm^nis. The 
of aoch lia«a are predomianntly r<?Bls?tiv<»t !>at thors is oft-an a 
ca^aciti^e coaf>anea « - du^ uo tha iii^ut eap&-ciia&oea of gates, c-tc* 
alfact on tU» tr&a»ien« respoase of ttoe jtystora as a
e» the cotRputnti^i of trtur.aitistH in ootvorks of ihia
SO
e by '*a»scl has already fc«««a ssosrtioa?!? '» uid it vill b& isc^llad i-bat a
transform <ij;pro*.oh T>»« ua«d in feiss c&sc, ii;c»c c v-lcal^tioo6
<irri0ii out uador tUc> S£ouso/atii.p of 
and OMii* 'tius Ue r&giUrded as being of
systeaa hiia b»ea need f&r IBTPS tilting lines 
h&viag tlii» tors o$ i&-C tertaiaatica cum &• a result tb<? ^orst of V-assel has been 
confju-iiiod. ^t ttie aasae tisa© tbe inveatigfttion hft» been contiiw»«d to tae poiat 
vhere it has proved poaaible to fomalttte aa ap;jroxiajfe,tion vhich Cimsi 
asaiflie i» tfae spprosuUa&te eaicxaation of ttte trunaxent responnea o.f tfaia
of network, iliis approximation be« be<rftt dyacribed by xh« ws-i/s-er in the 
42.
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fto taaie ae-tvork configuration iava*tig<«.t<Mi IB that •twm 
la fig. ft. 9. Tran»i*fti calculations in such u, «y«tew «r« conai durably BUM-IT
than la the correspond io*? c,*»<» vh«re the terminating capacitors may b« 
. .Indcod ia this l»tt«r ca»e tii» calculation* are so str&igbtforvferd 










0*10 c£c«v* a 4ypic«tl rva^xmoe, ejs.
is-«t«« ttt« ii-na of the receiving
e, »t*p JfuBction tpi4i«d &t node 1. The rosTxmsw ti«« 
tgr & yro-»trp »*eii Antion. fhe nwsab«r of cyfl«.




8«K» forty ru&s vcr« curried out o» nstwo^s of U^in fern 
ef s>; «cd C losing ua^ tte fo-lltjvinf, eoaeluBicas
it. (Single liue (e.g. fig. 6. 9) vbe.r«j thers is s eoisbi«£,tioti 
•f r«»(si»tiTe and eapscitiv* losdiR£, th« c.gplltiidc' of tl:« •»t«i>»* in tb<? i' 
^» n step f»«»cti«?n ir^jai &r*» 3(»tcr«ier>(! by the re«r*Btn!>f?»p oro»«w?- tf.*n! «rt* 
of
%erB i» to
tie tra»»it tit» o* the lina *e 'tb«.t «t»>>« occur lo-tt-r U»>n f&r 
|«»r«ly resistive loudia^. Also a do£rp« of prf-*tep oKcillation occurs, il-e
of cycles of vMeb cq«fel» the assaJj^r of the
FIG.6.9




















6*4*3 The degree of symmetry of the eapacitive loading has sotae 
effort on the lengthening of the line. A ratio of sending and to receiving 
end time constants of unity produces the most pronounced effect, but the 
difference in the effects produced by extremes of syrawetyy in loading wus only 
about 12, , The minirauo effect is found to occur when all the capacitance is 
concentrated at one end. Pig* 6.11 shows the variation of the lengthening 
effect (defined as • capacitive hold time*) against ratios of Tl and T2 where 
these are the time constants of the sending and receiving ends respectively* 
•Cape-citive hold time* is defined as follows »-
capecitive hold time (c.h.t) « (t -(2n + l).T*)/Tev ....... 6.1
here n is the number of times the pulse lias boon reflected 
T* is the line transit time
Tav is the average tine constant of the sending and 
receiving ends of the lino.
the time *t* nay be defined in a number of ways, and is the point in time when 
each step in the response is deemed to occur. The writer's definition of t is 
tho time when each step bus reached 65/ of its final amplitude, measured from 
a baseline of the amplitude of the proceeding step.
In the eooptttaticm of the time constant at a nodal point 
in the network, it is necessary to tdke the surge impedances of all 
transmission lines terminating at that point into consideration ua well as any 
luoped resistance which say be present. In the general case of n lines having 
surge irapod&noes ^1, &2 etc. teroiinating ^t u node together with a resistance 
ft and capacitcnce C, the time constant of that node is given by »-
)'"1 .C ...... 6.2
the writer's definition of the *t* piirmoeter in
equation 6,1, it is found that & graph of c.h.t. agrinst the reflection 
number, s, is a straight line. Furthermore this line has the simple equations-
Tor this grnpS t if 






e.h.t. o 4m + 2
» 2. (2m + 1) ......... 6.3
Combining equations 6.1 and 6.3 we have that i-
a
•,(2n + D.TaV «= t - (2n + 1).T« .... 6.4
or t » (2n + 1).(T» * 2.Tav) .............. 6.5
Now suppose that the network has no capacitive eloraents
and the transit tirae of the transmission line 10 T". In that case steps in 
the response vould be expected to occur at times t where t-
t = v2n + 1 i™ ............••..*..... 6.6
By Goapariaon of equations 6.5 and 6.6, it may be inferred 
that if the transit time in the c&pacitivoly loaded network is increased from 
T* to T" (i.e. from T* to T ^2.Tav) and the capacitors are removed then Hie 
response of the simplified network approximates closely to the true response 
of the original systesa. Fig. 6.12 shows the actual network response aiailar 
to fig. 6. 10, but vith the approximate response superimposed. It is found 
that the steps vill always occur at times corresponding to upproxiraately 65$- 
of each step actplitode.
6.4*4
Froei the networks considered it was concluded that the 
approximation outlined ubove is vulid independently of trimsaission line 
transit time, or of the magnitudes of the termination time constants, bovever 
when the ratio t'/fav falls belov fcbout 3, there is a tendency for pro-step 
oscillation to merge with the previous step after one or two reflections. 'Hie 
response then rapidly deteriorates to t, simple exponential. In such cases the 
presence of the line may be ignored.
The approximation is valid for networks containing more 
then oae transmission line, and which huve no degree of sysnaetry, provided
time 
c
Network with resisf!ve terminations
- true response
Fig. 6.12
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— — — — appro.imMc voltage at node B
C, = 60pF K, J001J
C, = 75pF K, = 600 fl
C, = 90pF A, - UOOH
Line propagation velocity = 60% of ti:-; in Fig. !c
. 6.13
tbftt they er® not so complex &* to preclude tho formation of distinct steps 
in their time responses to step functions. Such on unsymraetrical network is 
shown in fig* 6.13 which also shews & portion of the true response at node B 
to e step function applied at node A at tiae 0.
The tiae constants T1, T2 and 13 for nodes A, B and D
are 1.695, 3*46 and 6.4 nanoseconds respectively. To apply the approximation 
to this network, it is thus necessary to increase the transit times of lines 
AB end AD by (T1 + T2) and (Tf •*• T3) respectively. Hence the transit time of 
AB is increased by 5.155 nanoseconds and thnt of line AD by 7.095 nanoseconds. 
If this increase is regarded as one of length, it means that the length of line 
AB oust be increased from 9.0 to 9.93 metres, and that of line AO from 10.2 to 
11.475 metres. The capacitors are removed end tho resistive clementa remain 
unchanged. Fig. 6.13 shows, superimposed on the true response, the response 
of the modified network and illustrates the general agreement between the 
amplitudes of the steps and the times at which they occur*
6.5 fganaaiaaion Yover 'Footing* Eesistence
The final example considered here concerns on
investigation into the effect of tower footing resistance on the voltage 
stress across the conductor insulation due to & direct lightning strike on a 
transmission line tower. This example serves to illustrate one application 
of 8U&A& in the ix*w«r engineering field.
In studies of this kind the shape of the voltage/time
transient curve is of importance as well as the jaagnitude of the peak voltage 
appearing across the insulation. Plaahover may well occur if this curve 
intersects the voltage/time brtukdovn chttructeristic of the insulation, oven
thougb this intersection takes place «t a point beyond the peeJt value of
43 voltage .
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Consider the trunnraission tower shown in fig. 6.14. Hi*
applied lightning stroke }ioa a wwvefone with « relatively small riaetiroc, in 
the order of 1,0 microsecond*. Therefore the time of interest in the problem 
vill be such that reflections from other towers need not be considered, hence 
the eerth wires and line conductors are replaced by resistors to ground. The 
tower is thus reduced to the model shovn in fig. 6.14b, and then by symmetry 
to fig* 6.14c. The following nomenclature has been used I
21 • surge iapedunce of the stroke
£2 - surge impedance of tbe top section of the tower
23 - surge impedance of the cross-arms
84 - surge impedance of the tower bedy
B1 - (eartii wire surge icapedence)/2
&2 " (line conductor surge impedance)/2
C - insulator string self capueit&aoe
Rg - tower footing resistance
¥1 — transit time along one cross-arm
T2 — trunsit time along tower body
Z«3 - S3/2
C» - 2.C
The accepted form of & lightning stroke is that of u 
double exponential which is ^vailubie directly in the 3U5A1* system. 
Alternatively e double rnrap function would provide &xn acceptable forcing 
function. For these calculations & standard 1/50 impulse waveform was 
employed.
In order to be able to use the •standard 1 node types
available in the progrud, the fin^l system in fig. 6.14c has to be modified 
slightly to that shswn in fig. 6.15. Two additional sections of transmission 
line h&ve beoa added though this new network is electrically identical with 















Fig. 6.16 indicates the type of results obtained for
various values of the footing resistance Rg. Results tujch -j,r, the?e assist 
in the specification of a minimum acceptable footing resistance and are of 
practical importance when lines are strung in regions where qnod earthinn of 
towers is difficult to achieve.




by Arlett except that in his case the forcing function was a double ramp
rising to a poak value in 0,2 microseconds, then felling again to O.ij of 
the peak in 20 microseconds.
Whilst the general form of the results as shown in fig. 0.16, 
and those proposed by Arlett ore similar, Arlett reports a peak voltage 
across the insulator o f some 23% of tha peak input level (for Rg = 50 onus). 
Fig. 6.16 shows that for the same value of Rg, the maximum voltage attained in 
the present case is some 9% of the peak level.
-••••• • This discrepancy is thought to be due to Arle£t'o figures
being incorrect, a fact supported by a simple examination of the network 
(fig. (5.15). It is seen that under 'steady state' conditions; with a step 
function or 'slo'i 1 double exponential input, the circuit degenerates to the 
source imfsdancie (-/;QO ohTis) io series with a parallel combination or1 200 ohms 
and Rg ( = 50 ohms). Under these conditions the voltage across the lins 
insulator capacitance approximates to that across Rg which is-about O.Cb' p.IN 
of the input value. .Sine? this is a hypothetical example, no f5e.ld tnst 
results are evai.labla for soniparison.
Other examples of the use of programs such at.? this in th'i 
powrjr en^inesr-in;:. field would include the ccr.iputjtion of ciicnit uic-ak^r 
restriking transiGnt.s, invastigatior, of sircu.it bre-v.ker cpr-Kcati.jn and 
positioning and analyses o^ Lhc effectc of tha inclusion of cabin sections 
into predominantly sir-inrjlatcjd tr^iis-Tiission syGtsrnr.
0-1 Variation of voltegs ocroaa conductor initiation (Tor difforant rrJuise of 














7. MUTUAL UM-i UOUA-LINQ 
7.1 |nt ro^c t i on
During tho past few years much work has been directed
towards this problem of transient calculations in systems which have mutually 
coupled ti-iuisaission lines. There has been a natural progression from the 
production of programs suitable for single phase networks only to those 
designed for polyphase work. Not surprisingly most interest hus centred in 
the pover systems fJeld and little work has been done with electronic networks 
in mind.
Transient programs which h*»ve been developed so fur, end 
there hare really been very fev of these, have tended to be either 'single 
phase* or • multiphase 1 in their application. The fact that SUSAN has the 
capability to haMle networks containing both uncoupled &nd coupled lines 
within the same Probl«» make* it virtually unique at the time of writing.
The background to the mutual coupling problem was first
44 considered in detail by B«wley as early as 1933. He introduced the concept
of 'mutual surge impedance* which is important in the approach finally used in 
SUSAN. More recently other workers have advocated the use of • symmetrical 
component* procedures to overcome the problems inherent in dealing with mutual 
coupling, and sever til of the progr&ras written for polyphase work in the past
few years have used this approach. Symmetrical components ere nott of course,
45 
new or unfamiliar and as early as 1932 Fellou suggested that they might be
46 
applied to transient problems. These ideas were reviewed in 1%3 by Weedepohl
47 38 
and similar techniques were employed by Thoren and Cnrlsson , by Doianel
48 and by Arismonandar and Price in their polyphase pregrtnas.
-*»-
7«2 Ifrttunl coupling uttd. the
Both tho 'mutual surge impedance* and the • synwietrical
component* procedures were investigated with a view to their inclusion in 
SUSAN* The technique finally adopted is bused on the foraer idea, though, 
as vill be demonstrated now, the tatter process may also be used. The 
fol loving analysis forms the basis of a paper by the writer published in the
4Q
literature *..
This analysis considers that networks ere composed of
groups of mutually coupled lines, and that there are N conductors in each 
line group. Whilst all the conductors forming a. single line group are 
coupled together, there is no mutual coupling between one line group and 
ana the?. If K = 1 , then the problem degenerates to the simple single 
conductor case vhich has been considered previously.
This case is illustrated in fig. 7.1 where there are m
line groups (each of one conductor) terminating at node k. The equation for 
the voltage at node k at time 1 in terms of the voltages at each of the 
surrounding nodes one tits* unit in the past has already been obtained as :—
Z^.i^^) etc. ................... 7.2
Here the termination at node k is itssuraed to be a simple voltage source.
Nov consider the N conductor ease as shown in fig. 7.2. 
The lino groups ak, bk, edc etc. have mutual coupling between conductors. 
Considering a single line group ssk, and assuming that the conductor series 
resistances and shunt conductances are negligible, the general vave equation 






In thia equation (1^) and (Cgfc) ***• *"• i»*«ctance und capacitance coefficient 
•atricea respectively. The aolutioa of equation 7.3 i» complicated by the fact 
that tha product (l^XCjfc) will contain non-zero off-diagonal terna.
Transformation of tho complete ay atea into a modal domain 
by tha uae of a auitable tranaform operator reaulta in thia (L . )(C . ) product
OK BBt
becoming a diagonul matrix. Thia impliea that tho conduetora vithia the line 
group vill aov appear to bo mutually iadepeadent.
The tranaformetion matrix, (T), can be aeleeted on the 
baaia of the degree of unbalance of thia line group*
If the voltages in the untraaaformed ayatem tire contained 
in the vector (V), and the transformed voltagea are given by (V')» ve have 
that i-
(V) o (T)(T«) ................ 7.4
Homes i-
i •* it
- 0 .......... 7.5
Multiplying by the inrerae of the tronaforming matrix givea t-
r'.a.).^ .).(T).d2V«/dt2 - 0 ........ 7.6
For theae equatioaa to be independent, the product t-
(tr1 .^).^).^) muat be a diagonal matrix - i.e. 
have *ero off-diagonal terma.
Lot (A) = (L^).^) ............................... 7.7
and let the diagonal matrix be (K) where (K) = ( k1 0 0 )
( 0 k2 0 )......... 7.8
( 0 O k3)
then i- (f.tA).^) = <K) ......................... 7.9
from which ve have i-
(A).(T) - (T).(K) » 0 ...................... 7.10
Expanding the first raw of equation 7*10 five* i-
A11.T11 + A12.T21 + ...... •*• Mn.Tnl • Tll.kl .... 7.11
Thuat-
(Al1-k!).T11 + A12.T21 + ... + Mn.Tnl « 0.7.12 
If f11» 712 etc. are non sero, and for a non-trivial eolution theni-
det.((A)-(K)) -0 ................................... 7.13
It ehould be noted that equation 7.13 is independent of (T). For tfaio 
equation to be valid, it therefore follow* that the non-zero diagonal elements
•f (K) mutt be the eigenvalue* of (A).
The column* of the transformation matrix (T) are the 
eigenvector* of (A) and one element in each column may be arbitrarily
•peeified. It therefore follow* that for any given degree of unbalance - 
represented by a given *et of eigenvalue* of the (A) matrix - there are an 
infinite umber of transformation matrices which can be employed.
The • conventional* symmetrical component transformations 
due initially to Porteseue and latterly to Clarke are specific examples of 
this eigenvalue problem applied to particular eases - cases where the 
conductors are arranged in a symmetrical pattern. Indeed use of the Clarke 
transformation - which has the advantage of not containing complex terms -
be readily made in conjunction with the basic graphical method for the solution
50 
of simple multi-phase transient problems. A paper by Ariett and the writer
illustrated this operation.
4 In the single conductor case the line surge impedance is 
defined as (l-/C . ) • ^X analogy wb*» N *• greater than 1 , we may define a
surge impedance matrix 2 . where i-
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fhis too may bo diagonalised Tia the use of the transform Matrix (T) so thati-
(Z'mk } " W"1 ^)-**) ........................... 7.15
Ye thus hare that *-
2*^ A 0 ........ 0 )
••-MI ........ o )
_ .......... 7.16
( .. ........ . )
( 0 ....................... * )( ^^ )
A surge admittance mtitrix may also be defined as (T^) where t-
*»_j^* ™ oik •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7.17
In fig. 7*2 the transmission lines are terminated by a 
'terminating group* vhich, for the configuration shown, has an admittance 
matrix of the form i-
d/hA o ... o )
( 0 1/Bg .. 0 )
term «= ( .. .. .. .. ) ................... 7.18
(0 .. .. 1/Ejj )
In general T. will have non-eero off diagonal terms and 
might not be sparse as in this ease. It vill, of course, normally be symmetric.
The transformed matrix, T' vill neither be symmetrical nor sparse t-vorm
7-19
With all voltages and currents in modal form, ve have by analogy to equation
7.1 t-
OT« J » ((T*ak).(A»0) •» (T»bk).(B«0) •» ... * (T»mk).(M«0) •»• (T*term).(e*t)) k,1 •*•*• — ""•' |V —— * —— *• — ̂* v —— * —————— "* — B=5J — ^^
(l«ak) * (I»bk) + ..... * (I»mk) + (I'tera)
................. 7.20
-ga­
la this oquatloa i-
(A'O) » (?«att) - (a«ak).(i«ak.o) ................ 7.21
ote.
Each term in thooo equations is, itself a matrix and, for example, in 
accordance vith tho previous notation i* _„ is tho current at tine 0 from 
node a to nude k along nodal line N of tho line group ak. The forcing function, 
e*t is derived from the forcing function in the real donain hy a standard 
application of the transform matrix. Thus i-
(e«t) - (I).(e) .............................. 7.22
The computation is carried out entirely in the modal doaain, 
conversion of voltage* and currents to the real domain only being carried out 
when results are required.
The relations described above show that this method of
approach should be theoretically useful. In practice, however, its was not 
employed for s>nanber of reasons. These may be summarised as follows i- 
7.2.1
The transformation matrix, (T), is determined by 
computation of the eigenvectors of the (L . ).(C_, ) matrix product. This
Dm ttm.
calculation, whilst possible, produced difficulties due to the very small 
magnitudes of the numbers involved. As an alternative to actually computing
(T) on the basis of the physical dimensions of tho conductors forming the
38 line group, some workers, especially Dommel , have suggested that each line
group be considered as being symmetric - that is all the mutual inductance 
coefficients are equal, as are all the self inductances and so on. If this 
is done then any one of the 'standard' symmetrical component transforms can 
be used, or, oven more simply, we way have that »-
(1 0 .. 0 )
* n 'I _nt f\L '




Though this assumption siuplifiea the analysis, it may
be re<Uly justified oniy ia tb* CM* of oeblea en* aioil&r etructuret vh»r« 
the earth plane •arrow** tho lino conductor*, la addition the advantage of 
being able t« make an allowance for tho earth piano being a non-perfect 
conductor - by assuming that the distance from a conductor to it* voltage 
ia different from that to ita current imago - ia loot.
T.a*2 Since tho tranafom matrix (S) ia • tailor made* to auit 
the geometry of too lino groups, thia tmplioa that if tho aaiao tranafom ia 
to a« uaod throughout the network, thoo each line group moat bo geometrically 
identical. The only alternative ia to conpute a aeparate tranafora atatrix 
for each typo of lino group and then oatabliah 'iaterfaoea* at each node ao
that parameter* aoy bo tranaforood from one nodal domain to another aa
48 
required. Thia technique boa boon investigated by Ariaanuiander ot. al.
vho euoceoded in eowputiog tranaienta in a nmlti-phaae network containing 
lino aoetiona requiring the uae of aeverol tranaforva. &ren bore, however, 
diaeropanciee of up to 255- occurred between computed results end field testa.
7.2.3 Tho uae of » tranaforn tc**aique con produce diffieultiea 
in eaaea where uncoupled lines are included in the atas* network aa lines with 
ratuel coupling. In tho aaoe way terminating groupa which initially have no 
coupling or mutual tonas become coupled when operated on by (T).
7.2.4 Tho amount of computation, and consequently the procoasor 
tiae and atorage required, are considerably more using thia transform idea 
than ia the case with alternative techniquea.
7.3 ^atual Coupling in the SUp»;\N svstetu
Tho transform technique outlined above romovea the
impedance coupling between one lino end the next by di&grhntaiaiug the surge 
impedance matrix, (3) •
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The TOlocities of propagation on the modal lines will, 
of coarse, differ from those in the real system. On the modal network 
there vill bo N different velocities - one on each line - whilst in the 
real network there are VT reloeities since each conductor is constrained to 
propagate H waves, each having a different speed.
If, in the real network, all waves travelled at the sane 
velocity, then th* problem of treeing tttttu&l coupling is ouch simplified. 
Given that a disturbance, started at one end of t line group, will travel 
down all the conductors with the same velocity, mutual coupling between 
these conductors can be described siaply in terns of Mutual iapedances between 
each line.
Bewley has shown that nnultivelocity waves cease to exist - 
and therefore that waves on all conductors travel with the sees velocity - if 
two asaunptiona are made. Theae aret-
(a) The conductora have no internal magnetic field
and (b) The earth plane ie 'perfect* - i.e. the image ttxia for current 
is coincident with that for voltage.
These two assumptions can reasonably be Bade for a whole
range of practical problems. In light current situations the earth plane is 
frequently a very good conductor, whilst the very high frequencies 
encountered in the transient response imply that 'akin effects* in the line 
conductora will be very pronounced and consequently that the currents actually 
flawing deep within the line material will be quite small. The situation ia 
not quite so favourable in the power ayatema field, however, aince the 
frequencies dominant in the responses are not so high, end more important, 
earths are no so 'perfect* as in the former ease.
The enormous advantages of this approach are that it allows 
mutually coupled line sections to the incorporated very easily into networks of
-n-
uneoupled line*, -that the amount of computation required i» lees than with the 
former process, and that the technique 'blend** more eiuiily vith the logic of 
ta* existing SUSAN system.
In the present version of SUSAN coupling ie restricted to
two line* only. This wss done purely on account of the availability of storage 
in the 1130 computer and there is theoretioally no reason why the approach 
should not be extended to systems of N phases.
There is, in reality, a direct analogy between single phase 
systems and polyphase systems - if all vaves are assumed to travel at the same 
velocity - wherein single terms in the equations for single phase systems are 
replaced by matrices in the polyphase case.
Hence for a sot of couplod lines ve have t-
(V) + (Z).(I) => (const.) ................... 7.24
and (T) - (Z).(I) - (const) .................... 7.29
vhere 2 » (211 £12 ) for a 2 phase system . 7.26 
(221 222 )
Consider a set of two coupled lines terminating ut nodes a 
and ft as shown in fig. 7.3. For this line group ve have :-
expanded this becomes i-
(?1 ) (E11 *i2) (il ) 
f2 )k*t (221 222)
(VI ) 
(V2 )
(211 212 ) 
(221 Z22 )
.28
fhis last equation provides the basis for tide practical 
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C*n«i<3eriafi tiit slightly esie&£»d outwork abtrait in fig. 7.4, 
lotting £11 « 222 * 3, owl n«jHili*rly l«Uiog £13 » 831 » i», 
r«ffl4*a>b*riiftjj tifuxt *!»«» al|*<*br»i« etis of currents into nod»s 4 and k at unor 
tiae is sere, ve bare i-
, ) <?ft.o - I
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The loft band »ici* coefficieoi eatrix Mty b« 
««i Miliseqwnitly l«r»rt«d. In tbe <nr«nt that the line section* are not 
MtOftlly coaled - e.g. if jc and kd bad been coupled, bet aj bad bk ver« a«t
* tfe«a -Hi* e**ffieia*t matrix ead tbe right hand aide requires nodlfieatiea by
•liBination of the s«levitBt mtual termi.
Tb« taaijQ jiroblaa wblch dovoleved vbem this 
into th« l>asie SD&AK ays tew, was out* of being able te readily 
identify e«rr«oi»» and voltft(*es en tbe ' other 1 liu« «hil«t eeotimaing te 
p«2.iey that uetworkji ottpi i*« *&ey to cod* frua the user's point of
^itig ettmdpoint tbe logic required te perfora the 
«xj?re»pe>«J in «qu»,tio& 7.29, vitbin th« exietiii^ framework of tbe twttgrau yrovcd 
te be tertttou* but ncverthelees
la ao attempt to validate tb* operation of tbe progr«at in
eat** vber« autu^l e«mplli^ exists, 4trect cottiwrison vus »ade b«tv«en confuted 







































































































source impedance - EO ohms*
F e /r*0^ «-r > IG.7.6
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line baring two condactora abo^o «u earthed j^i«m«i. The rtmaiutlor of the network
•satirised eo-axial c*fci«s and the exvitatiuu v»a provided jay » tim» domin 
raflaetonotor uut|iut. » aaapliag oa«illoaeope with high imp*iUuto0 probaa
•Babied voltftga levvlu to b« monitored where nftfteftdary. A general viev of tha
•jq^arij&ant is atuwa in fig. 7.5 <»d fig. 7*6 (Iftiserib** the eheur»ct«riaticB of 
the network in detail.
ctauaurvd reaults i& the laboratory and 
the reaulta of a aiduJuticm usiug f?CSAK are mad* in fig. 7.7. In general 
•grasaent both in the form of the transient* end their amplitudea vaa very good 
with dia«x«pa&ciea aaouating to no aor« than a f«w per cent. The ayatem choaen 
for these tests was quite complex and it is believed thai at tha tiae of writing 






The stated intention of this work ha* been to prepare a 
digital eoaputer program for transient ealeulation ia large electrical 
network*. The extent to which the ayatem which hoe reaolted fita thia 
requirement can only be judged by ita uaera. It has been ahowa, however, 
tb*t thia progruia ctux produce meauingful and, if ia hoped, uaeful reanlta oa 
a wide variety of networks covering a range of
The aiaa * ia tenae of core atorage - and the power of
the computer uaed for inoBt of this work L&» juecesa&rily b«ea limited, These 
apparent disadvantages have been reflected in the sice of the networka which 
have b«0a actually aaalyaed. Thua the tens 'large' in the f irat aeatenoe of 
the proceeding paragraph thus cannot be taken too literally, though very 
eiople c»«dif ietitiona to the programs - amounting to no more than increasing 
the aiaea of various matrieea and vectors together with a fev sx*a.ll*v 
oodifictitioas - are all th»t are required to render the system capable of 
handling aetwovka of thotiaimdw of nodes, 'fhe B«ae ease of uae vliick baa beet. 
one of th« objects of the exercise vill be rettioed.
It soight be argued that programs such as thia are better
developed on large computers, though thia ia not a view to which the writer 
would subscribe, since it is felt that extravagances of storage and huge 
computing power teMi to result ia the production ©f rather inefficient 
routines. The liaitationa impoaed by a email cosgwter. whilet making the 
progranaiing effort more difficult, do pronpt the pregrMiater tc seek a*r* 
efficient, neater and more elegant solutions to the many problena with which 
he ia confronted.
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It is not suggested tlv.it 3U3AN iuts reached nnyvhere
nowr Its ultimate iii development. Transient prw^eww of ffcie kind t«,ve 
only been available for * veuy few years <*nd woik in this field haw not 
been so intense as in other regions of network computation. Within the 
limits of tfce present *stat«* of the art 1 , fcwover, programs such as this 
based on the graphical method would seem to provide a practicable general 
purpose tool for the study of network transients. Greater accuracy ecu* 
doubtless be achieved by other techniques which can take, for example, 
line losses into account more exactly. Before such programs can make a 
real contribution it is certain that more *nd better data is required 
about the performance of individual network components under transient 
conditions. In the power engineering field especially where transient 
calculations are becoming mere important, simple measurements en new and 
existing plant like stray capacitance uud surge impedances must be made in 
future.
*«2 Farther work in this field
A nuaber of avenues into which this work could be
directed come to mind. The prograra &a it stands e«n doubtless be applied 
to a number of situations where it may result in more of the •o.pprcximai ions' 
of the type for the eapacitive loading of lines as described iu chapter 6. 
¥e have been more concerned with the development of a tool - the progrwa - 
rather than its applications, and it is therefore relevant to consider some 
of to* additional features which might be Incorporated to make that tool 
more powerful.
8.2.1 Non-linear
JL« solution of problems in networks which incorporate 
non-linear lines - whether this non-linearity fc» due to varinbla dimensions
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in the line structure or to artificial lines whose elements are made voltage 
or current dependent - is an obvious field for investigation.
fhe direct application of the graphical mr thod to this 
typo of notwork is relatively straightforward in the case of lines 
containing lumped non-linear elements. A previous reference29 has already 
indicated how such elements my be approximately handled. In the case of »tme» 
non-linear linos* however, the graphical method loses its essential simplicity 
since straight lines on the voltage/current plane become curves. Fortunately 
recent work by Giguere 1 indicates that it is reasonable to treat these non­ 
linear lines as cascades of linear lines. It is thus theoretically possible 
for the system as it stands to deal with such lines though a more sophisticated 
treatment is clearly desirable.
8.2*2 Multi«*phasc analysis
The multiphase capability of SUSAN is presently restricted 
to two phases, though it has been pointed out that this is not a fundamental 
limitation of the program, only a practical consequence of limited storage in 
the computer. Obviously further work will be carried out to extend the program 
to handle more phases, but an early temptation to write two separate programs, 
one for single phase work and one for multiphase analysis will be ignored 
since groat advantages obviously accrue from being able to include coupled and 
unesupled line sections in the same network.
8.2.3 cotafrin&Uoft vith other s*»thods
It would seea unlikely that the graphical method as
presently interpreted can be combined with another process «o form & 'hybrid* 
technique. It has been mentioned that this has been done with the basic 
lattice method where its combination with Fourier analysis leads to a powerful 
approach. It therefore seems that the graphical process will, at least for 
the moment, have to 'stand on its own feet*. It is, hovever, a most powerful
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tool in the armoury of the electrical engineer and a tool whose applications 
hove only just started to be appreciated.
6.3 jjanc]j3 _o_f__ A_p_ p 1 j cat ion of _t he_ P_r_opr_am
During the oast few years a number of programs have bsen
developed for the analysis of electrical networks. Many of these would 
claim to be 'general purpose 1 in nature, though the rather specialised 
requirements of power systems analysis imply that their main area of 
application lies in the light current field.
Possibly the best known of all the circuit analysis
routines available is the I.R.w. Qectronic <~irr.uit Analysis Program (FTAP) 
uihic h offers facilities for D-C. and A.C. steady stats and transinnt 
analysis of a wide range of networks. Mention must also be msde of the 
RED."" computer aided design packages which are now readily available to 
the circuit designer. The SUSAN system is essentially intended for time 
domain transient analysis, and it should thaefore be compared auith other 
commercial transient analysis routines. ' It might conceivably be argued that 
SUSAN could be employed for steadv state analysis - by extending the run time 
until the transient portion, of the response has subsided - but such a policy 
could hardly be regarded as being at all practicable.
Taking the REDAC system as a typical example, this offers an 
option (RFOAP 16) for non-linear transient analysis. The non-iineariti&s 
available cove 1" su-h items as non-linear resistors. -J.^db and transistor 
models and variable capacitances. The essential difference bstween REDAP 15 
and SUSflW, however, is that the former program makes no provision for ths 
inclusion'of distributed constant transmission lit,as. Certoinly linr.s can 
be simulated oy 'pi 1 sections - en approximation w'-.ich nay be consid-rsd
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suitable for -ery short lines. In general, however, it must be argued 
that REDAP 16, and most if not all of the other commercial analysis routines 
are intended for lumped element circuit analysis only. SUSAN therefore fills 
a vacuum in providing a calculation system for those networks in ujhich 
transmission^linss are a dominant feature.
By considering lumped circuit elements to be composed of
the lumped elements coupled together by very short transmission Iin3s> it is, 
in theory, possible to use SUSAN for the analysis of 'conventional' circuits. 
In such a role it is then.'n direct competition with programs such as REDAP 16. 
SUSAN is not, however, intended for use in this manner when it would prove to 
be most insfficien 4- and probably inaccurate - since the parameters of the 
coupling transmission lines would be arbitrarily determined - in comparison 
with the other programs mentioned.
8• ̂  Originality of the Work
Certain of the features of the program and the analyses
contained within this work are considered to be original, They have not been
incorporated into other transient analyses programs prepared by the writer, nor,
as far as is known, in similar programs from other sources. The specific items
are:-
(a) The method adopted for the storage and processing of network Lopological 
data, (see page 66)
(b) 'Past History 1 analysis. (see page 68)
(c) Automatic sectioning of transmission lines to obtain an optimal structure
bearing in mind the quantity of fast storage area available. (S°Q page 54)
(d) The facility to handle series l.jmped elements such as resistors and 
coupled coiic between multi-line junctions. (see page 53)
(e) The analyses for transient computation in multi-phase systems 
(i) 'Model' techniques and 
(ii) The mutual surge impedance concept.
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The ability to analyse networks containing both mutu&lly coupled
line sections and uncoupled transmission lines within the same circuit.
The pogram output options, especially tho off-line graphical technique
using a hybrid computer, (see page 64) 
(h) The 'graph truncation 1 mptiori permitting output data to be expressed
in a condensed and thus more convenient form. (SUP page 64) 
(i) The approximation for the response of transmission lines with
capacitive terminations. (see page 79) 
(j) The transient analysis of a circuit containing both transmission lines
an ' mutually coupled inductors.
Additionally it may be pointed out that the overall level of 
sophistication of the SUSAN program - in terms of ease of use f freedom 
from topnlogical restrictions etc. - is considerably higher than that of 
earlier programs prepared by the writer and ethers.
APPENDICES
Appendix 1 - Progress listing
Appendix 2 - Node type coding information
Appendix 3 - System nessages
Appendix 4 - Pnbliflhed papers relating to the worts
(Motes Appendices 1 and 4 are contained in vol. 2)
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A a 1 (step function) B « step amp.
C » D - o
A • 2 (reap function) B » rate of rise of volt*.
C - D = 0
A » 3 (sinusoid)
i
B » peak voltage
C = frequency
D a= initial phase angle




amplitude = 5v. )
B « rate of rise/fall of
voltage 
C as overall pulse width
(««*rk*) 
S as »apace 1




volts x omit 
Hz x 1C* 
degrees










£ a resistor value ohms x 100
(non-linear parallel with linear resistor termination)
B resistor lav isa i * A.V +C
D m *flasbover* level
E » value of parallel linear resistor if present ohms x 100
(short circuit to 
ground)
(series capacitor)
A SB node number to which other end of capacitor
attached 
B a value of capacitor
C » 9 = E * 0
microfarads 
x 0.01
(aeriea reaiator) A a nod* to which other end of reaiator
attached 
B a value of reaiator (non-aero) ohma x 100
(coupled eeila) A « node to vhieh other coil terminal
connected
B a value of inductance on thia aide
C m value of inductance on otfcer aide
D = coupling coefficient (+ for coila
in a&ae aenae (atarta together), -
for coila in oppoaite aenae)




A * earreaponding node at a«m« ead of
coupled line group, but on other line.
B * line aelf aurge impedance 




B) aero if line aeetiona both aidea of node are coupled. 
If line aeetiona on only one aide 
of the node are coupled, then 0 & 
B hold nuobera of adjacent nodea 
en the coupled aide.
Motet itoatriction on numbering. The 
following numbering restriction ouat be 
adopted when type 9 nodea ore uaeds- 
Two coupled linea contain type 9 nodea 
j ft k aa follovai-
»,b,c and d are immediately adjacent to j 
and k aa ahovn. The numerical value of a 
Biuat be leaa than b, ajnd the value of c 
muat be leaa than d. Line lengtha aj, jb, 
ck and kd must be defined in the data 
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